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Uhyru Basketball Program
Brings Home Three Trophies
And Prepares To Travel To
African Liberation Day

Story on Page A3
Steps To A Healthier Florida
Program Are Award Winners
In Pinellas County Schools

Stary an Page A6
,-r: Judges: Eric Meyers, Charles Williams, Perry Little, Thomas Stringer, James Pierce and Michael Andrews
By: Ersula Knox Odom
Editor
LEAR WATER
Circuit Judge Michael
Andrews, Pinellas County Judge James Pierce
and four other African American judges from
central Florida came together Saturday May 5 in
Clearwater to conduct an informative, inspirational and
interactive, discussion with at risk young black males.
The Alpha Phi Alpha Initiative sponsored program is
part of the Youth Development Initiative (YDI).
To help the attendees understand that judges are
people they can identify with, the judges did not
initially wear their robes. Judging from the freedom
with which questions were asked, their objective was
met. Joining Judge Andrews and Judge James Pierce
were retired 13th Circuit Judge Perry Little of Tampa,
Hillsborough County Judge Eric Myers of Tampa,
2nd District Court Of Appeal Judge Thomas E.
Stringer Sr. and 12th Circuit Judge Charles Williams
of Bradenton.
Even though the program was directed at young

B

men at risk, young women, mentors and parents were
well represented. They came from all across the
Tampa Bay area including Hudson, Clearwater,
Tampa, Bradenton and St Petersburg. Many of the
young men were part of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity’s
Alpha Institute Mentorship Program, and many of the
young women were 'members of YDI Precious
Pearls. Several young people from the Boys and Girls
Club as well.
The Judges shared excellent personal stories
focused on helping the youth overcome prejudices,,
and make good choices when faced with difficult life
situations.
Judge Little’s statement that they “should not be
ashamed to change,” prompted Judge Andrews to'
illustrate the point through a series of questions
regarding ethnic groups and what their stereotypical
talents were. He led the group into concluding these
people wfere not born with the stereotypical talents,
but that what determined their success were the
choices they made. For example, choosing to take
music often brings discipline into a person’s life due

to the passion and hours of practice required to
perfect skill. The skills developed will be beneficial
regardless of career choice.
Judge Andrews said, “Show me your friends and
I will show you your future.” This sparked a discussion
about eliminating negative influences in their lives
and replacing them with positive people.
Throughout the morning several thought provoking
comments were made such as:
“They are trying to lock you up because they
want to be done with you”.
“We are raising our grandchildren. What you
teach your children is what you are teaching your
grandchildren.”
“Stop putting each other down. Lift each other up
instead”.
“Sometimes the negative persons in your life»are
your parents. Your response should be, “Yes my
parents are that way, but none the less, this is what I

JUDGES
continued on pg. A6

Open Auditions For Summer
- Production Of Disney’s

High School Musical

Story on Page B3
Morehouse Man Who Almost
Wasn’t Ends 12 Years As
College President

Ebony Scholars Honors High Achieving Students

Story on Page B4
The graduating seniors of the Ebony Scholar Club
By: AUDREY PITTS
Correspondent

ST. PETERSBURG - Future leaders from the
community were celebrated on Saturday, May 5,
2007 during the Ebony Scholars Luncheon held at
the Radisson Hotel & Conference Center St
Petersburg, FL. They are members of the graduating
high school class of 2007 and the Ebony Scholars
Program founded in 1992 by Vyrle Davis, retired
Area Superintendent of Pinellas Schools. Davis’s
expiration was to establish a program focused on
career and academic achievements for 11th and 12th
grade African-American students with grade point
averages of 3.0 or higher. The luncheon was the
program committee’s opportunity to honor the
parents and the program members with applause,

recognition, and textbook scholarships from various
organizations and supporters.
Many of the community leaders; doctors,
lawyers, teachers, and other role models; who had
met and shared their wealth of knowledge with
program members were there to honor the graduating
seniors with family and friends. As a role model
himself, guest speaker Brandon J. Blue, an Ebony
Scholars alumni, seemed to engender a feeling of
motivation as he presented stories about his college
life and steps for successful academic achievement. S
for strength (in character), U uniqueness (be you), C
choices (best not the easiest), C courage (to ask), E
endurance (stick with it), S structure (have a plan),
and S spirituality (keep God in it).
“You will be amazed how much food costs when
your parents are not paying for it,” Blue shared,

Ethel Johnson presents a check to Kara Irby
bringing laughter and amen’s throughout the banquet
hall. Blue graduated from Lakewood High School
with a grade point average of 3.8 before moving on to
Florida State University where he will graduate with a
Exercise Science degree. He plans to complete his
educational endeavors by obtaining a degree from
Meharry Medical School to fulfill his dream of
becoming a doctor.
During the Awarding of Scholarships guests were
called upon to stir up the universe by speaking the
names of each graduating senior in unison following
the reading of their life goals. Guests inundated the
universe with positive thoughts and wishes with the
calling of the name of graduating senior and Ebony
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THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best
lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords
to every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his
human and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no
man... the Black Press strives to help every man in the
firm belief that all men are hurt as long as anyone is
held back.
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The Weekly Challenger Newspaper
We Value Diversity. We Value Education. We Value History.
• A knowledge of history brings a feeling of fellowship that runs through the ages - be it a territory, a village, a district, or a nation.
• To live without history is likened to living without a form of memory.
• To be Without history is to live without roots or a past, with the present having no real foundation, and very little meaning for the future.
• To know the events of our past (can help us) to know what future events can be.
• The Weekly Challenger is committed to featuring articles of all ethnic cultures for the reading enjoyment of both the young and old generations.

COMMENTARIES
We Have the Power To End Stroke
The Weekly Challenger is in
partnership with American Hearth
Association in the campaign
“Power To End Stroke.” The
burden of stroke is greater among
African-Americans than in any
other group. In fact, blacks have
By: Dianne
Speights,
almost twice the risk of firstGeneral
ever stroke compared with
Manage!
whites, and blacks 35-54 years
old have four times the relative risk for stroke.
But there is hope. We have the power to
fight stroke - and win! By following these three
simple steps, you can help protect yourself
against stroke: Reduce, Recognize and Respond.
Reduce your chances of having a stroke by
learning the risk factors and working with your
doctor to help reduce yotir risk. You can
change many conditions through diet and
exercise. Others may need medication. Your
best defense is knowledge. Talk to your doctor

to find out if you have any of these health risks;
• High blood pressure
• Smoking
.• High Cholesterol
• Diabetes
• Carotid or other artery disease
• Atrial fibrillation
•Transient ischemic "attacks (a.k.a, TIAs
and “mini strokes”)
• Certain blood disorders (including Sickle
Cell)
• Physical inactivity and obesity
• Excessive alcohol
• Illegal drug use
Recognize the warning signs of a stroke
and teach them to others. Stroke is a medical
emergency. Every second counts:
• Sudden numbness or weakness of the face,
arm or leg, especially on one side of the body
• Sudden confusion, trouble speaking or

understanding

• Sudden trouble seeing in one or both eyes
• Sudden trouble walking, dizziness, loss of
balance or coordination
• Sudden, severe headache with no known

cause
Respond by calling 9-11 immediately if you
or someone Close to you is having warning
signs of stroke, Then check the time. When did
the first symptom start? You’ll be asked this
important question later. In the past, doctors
couldn’t do much to help stroke victims: That’s
not true today. Now stroke doesn’t have to lead
to disability or death.
But it all starts with knowing the facts about
African Americans and stroke. Join the
American Stroke Association’s nationwide
movement, Power To End Stroke. For more
.information about stroke or to join the
movement, call 1-888-4-STROKE or visit
www.strokeassociation.org/power.
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America Should Believe In A Second Chance
America has more of its
people in prison than any other
developed nation in the world more than two million. The vast
majority, 95% of the men and
women in our prisons will
By:
eventually return to the
Congressman community. That means that
Danny K. Davis every year more than 650,000

offenders are released from state and federal
prisons and return back to civilian life.
' These men and women deserve a second
chance. Their families, spouses and children,
deserve a second chance and their communities
deserve a second chance. A second chance
means an opportunity to turn a life around. A
chance to break the grip of a drug habit. A
chance to support a family, to pay taxes, to be
self sufficient.
Today few of those who return to their
communities are prepared for their release or
receive any supportive services. When the
prison door swings open ah ex-offender may
receive a bus ticket and spending money for a
day or two. Many leave prison to return to the
same environment which saw them offend in
the first place. But, as they return they often
face additional barriers to reentry: serious
physical and mental health problems, no place
to stay and lack of education or qualifications to
hold a job. As a result two out of three will be

rearrested for new crimes within the first three
years after their release. Youthful offenders are
even more likely to re-offend.
One third of all correction departments
provide no services to released offenders, and
most departments do not offer a transitional
program, placing a heavy burden on families
and communities. Considering the cost of
incarceration (as much as $40,000 per year) and
all the social and economic costs of crime to the
community it’s just common sense to act to help
Cx-offenders
successfully
reenter
our
communities and reduce recidivism.
That’s why I have sponsored the bipartisan
Second Chance Act of 2007 (HR 1593) along
with Representatives Cannon, Conyers, Coble,
Scott of Virginia, Smith of Texas, Jones of
Ohio, Forbes, Schiff, Sensenbrenner, Chabot,
Jackson-Lee of Texas, Cummings, Johnson of
Georgia, Clarke and 75 other Members of
Congress. A companion bill (SI060) has been
introduced into the Senate sponsored by
Senators Biden, Specter, Brownbacks Leahy,
Obama and 10 other Senators.
The Second Chance Act will provide
transitional assistance to assist ex-offenders in
coping with the challenges of reentry. It will
reduce recidivism. It will help reunite families
and protect communities. It will enhance public
safety and save taxpayer dollars. It is the
humane thing to do. It is the responsible thing to

do. It is the right thing to do.
The Judiciary Committee held hearings on
the bill last month and quickly voted to send the
bill; to. the full House. I folly expect it to pass
very soon. The bill has the support of more than
200 criminal justice, service provider, faith
based, housing, governmental, disability and
civil rights organizations. President Bush has
signaled his support of the legislation as well.
No single piece of legislation is going to

solve the reentry crisis we are facing, but the
Second Chance Act is a good start. I hope that
with the passage of this bill we will begin a new
era in criminal justice.
I am convinced that any serious effort to
facilitate the reentry of men and women with
criminal records to civil society must be
prepared do two things. First, we must be
prepared to help with drug treatment on demand
for everyone who requests it. Second, we need
to find work for ex-offenders. Programs won’t
supply jobs. After ex-roffenders have undergone
rehabilitation and received appropriate training
employers will have to open their hearts and put
these men and women back in the work force or
they will surely and certainly end up back in
prison. If you agree, I hope you will join me in
speaking up in favor of a Second Chance in
your community.

The History Of Mother’s Day In America
Julia Whrd Howe wrote the Mother's Day
Proclamation in 1870, as a call for peace and
disarmament. An excerpt follows:
From the voice of a devastated Earth a voice
goes up with Our own. It says: “Disarm! Disarm!
The sword ofmurder is not the balance ofjustice. ”
Blood does not wipe out dishonor, Nor violence,
indicate possession. As men have often forsaken
the plough and the anvil at the summons of war,
Let women now leave all that may be left ofhome
For a great and earnest day of counsel. Let them
meet first, as women, to bewail and
commemorate the dead. Let them solemnly take
counselwith each other as to the means Whereby
the great human family can live in peace...
Howe failed in her attempt to get formal
recognition of a Mother’s Day for Peace. Her
idea was influenced by Ann Jarvis, a young

Appalachian homemaker who, starting in 1858,
had attempted to improve sanitation through
what she called Mothers’ Work Days. She
organized women throughout the Civil War to
work for better sanitary conditions for both
sides, and in 1868 she began work to reconcile
Union and Confederate neighbors. In parts of
the United States it is customary to plant tomatoes
•outdoors after mother’s day (and not before.)
When Jarvis died, her daughter, named
Anna Jarvis, started the crusade to found a
memorial day for women. The first such
Mother’s Day was celebrated in Grafton, West
Virginia, on May 10, 1908, in the Andrews
Methodist Episcopal (now United Methodist)
Church where the elder Ann Jarvis had taught
Sunday School. Grafton is the home to the
International Mother’s Day Shrine. The 1912

General Conference of The Methodist Episcopal
Church, at the suggestion of delegates from
Andrews M.E. Church, recognized Jarvis as the
founder and advocated the celebration of the
holiday. From there, the custom eaught on
spreading eventually to 45 states. The holiday
was declared officially by some states
beginning in 1912. In 1914 President Woodrow
Wilson declared the first national Mother’s Day,
as a day for American citizens to show the flag
in hotior of those mothers whose sons had died
in war. Nine years after the first official
Mother's Day holiday, commercialization of the
U.S. holiday became so rampant that Anna
Jarvis herself became a major opponent of what
the holiday had become. Mother’s Day
continues to this day to be one of the most
commercially successful U.S. holidays.
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MIDTOWN NEWS
Uhuru Basketball Program
Brings Home Three Trophies
And Prepares To Travel To
African Liberation Day

Age 12 and under

Age 10 and under

The Uhuru Youth Basketball Program
brought home three championship trophies
after a rigorous March Madness tournament
on the weekend of March 17 in St.
Petersburg, Florida. The program’s 10 and
under, 12 and under and 14 and under teams
won one first place and two second place
trophies in their respective divisions.
The season started October 2006. On
January 27th at the MLKing Tournament the

14 & under team won first place. The teams
will also be participating in the City’s
summer league this June & July.
The program is a project of the African
People’s Education and Defense Fund
(APEDF), a non-profit organization whose
mission is to address the disparities in
education, health, healthcare and economic
development in the African community.
As a project of APEDF, the Uhuru
Basketball Program teaches African children

more than basketball; it teaches them about
true African history, respect for African
people, and about their responsibility to lead
in their community.
, All the teams enthusiastically participate
in car washes, lemonade and candy apple
sales, and street comer donation collections.
These fundraisers, along with several
local sponsorships and generous donations
sent to APEDF, have helped purchase new
uniforms and Nike basketball shoes that you
can see in the photos. They also pay for
league and tournament fees, transportation
and supplies.
The program is now preparing to send 15
children along with parents and coaches to
Washington D.C. to participate in the historic
African Liberation Day celebration Saturday,
May 26. The children, their parents and the
team coaches are all working hard to make
this trip happen, but they urgently need the
your support!
The bus will be leaving St. Petersburg on
Friday, May 25 at 2 p.m., and returning that
Sunday.
APEDF is calling on you to help make
this educational trip happen for these hard
working, young people. The Uhuru Youth
Basketball Program is a free program for the
children and thus depends on support from
the African community and our friends.
Sponsor a player! All contributions, taxdeductible.
This June &July we will hold for the first
time the Marcus Garvey History Summer
Camp for team members. We are excited
about having a well-known chemistry
professor from Texas, who’ll be coming for
one week to participate in the program.
There will also be workshops and classes on
African history, field trips to cultural and
recreational sites, swimming, and much
more. This, too, will take community support
as the program will be free. We need funds
for trips, food, and supplies, and we also need
committed volunteers. We want to be able to
open up this dynamic program so that
children from the entire African community
can participate next year.

Innovative Health Project
Assists Jailed Population
Inmates throughout the U.S. have higher
rates of infectious diseases and are at a
greater risk for many health problems as
compared to the general population. This
disparity is due to risk factors among inmates
that include drug use, unprotected sex and
sexual assault.
The award-winning Pinellas/Pasco
County Jail Linkage Project is a partnership
between the Pinellas County Health
Department and the Pinellas/Pasco County
Sheriff’s Offices. The project began in 2001
as a way to reduce the spread of infectious
diseases among jailed inmates and, upon
their release, to provide healthcare and
prevention education to this population. The
Pinellas/Pasco Jail Linkage project is one of
the first in Florida and has served as a model
for other parts of the state and the U.S.
The Pinellas County Health Department
provides services to the entire community,
with a special eye towards those with limited
access to care. Long recognized as
underserved, individuals under incarceration
may be involved in high-risk behaviors and
might otherwise get lost in or overlooked in
the jail healthcare system. The Jail Linkage
Project conducts risk assessments of inmates

to determine those at risk of infection and in
need of testing, treatment and follow-up.
Prevention
and
control
of
communicable diseases is an important goal
of public health. The Jail Linkage Project is
one way to reach a high-risk population with
important services and referrals! The primary
goal of the program is to reduce the number
of inmates who are at risk for developing
communicable diseases.
Jail Linkage staff conduct risk
assessment screenings and pre- and post-test
counseling. Inmates are offered rapid HIV
testing, screening for Hepatitis A, B and G,
and vaccinations to prevent Hepatitis A and
B. Inmates who are screened and tested are
informed of their HIV/STD/TB/Hepatitis
status and then linked to appropriate
treatment and support services upon release.
From August 2002 through December
2006, the Jail Linkage Program provided
one-on-one prevention education and
screening to 3,842 inmates and referred
1,845 inmates to community agencies. In
addition, during this period, 1,965 inmates
received hepatitis vaccines (876 hepatitis A
vaccines and 1,089 hepatitis B vaccines).

WE LOVE IT WHEN READERS SAY,
“I LOVE THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER!”’
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• Me Me's Beauty Gallery, now open in
the Tangerine Plaza, 1782 22nd St S,
specializes in total hair care manage
ment, using products such as Design
Essential, Wave lay Design and Dudley.
Other services include: sew-ins, lashes,
waxing, make-up, skin care, manicures,
and pedicures. Open Monday to
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. There are
openings for licensed hair stylists. • Cali
894-4247 today.

• Dan’s Barber Shop, 2944 18th Ave, S,
features "Old-School Razor Cuts."
Open Monday to Friday, 1:30 to 6 p.m.
and Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5 pin. • Call
422-3451 and ask for Dan. Over 20
years experience as a licensed barber.
• Does your hair need help? Hair For
You Beauty Supplies, 1502 16th St. $,
has a wide variety of hair pieces and
other specialty products.
• Call 821-9602.
•
16th St. S, fills
all of your custom wear needs! They do
it all; graphics, screen printing, embroi
dery, banners, signs 8imore!
• CaJI641-1494. ,,X
;

• Pete's Washhouse, 1810 MLK St. S, is
ready when you are to tackle those
laundry baskets. Open daily, 6 a,m. to
midnight. Offering state-of the-art
Maytag laundry equipment for all of
your laundry needs.
» Stop in or make an appointment for
your next haircut, shave or edge at
Cole's Beauty and Barber Shop, 2400
MLK St S. Owner James Cole and
operators Craig and Lance Latimer say,
"We need your head in our business."
Open Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sunday by appointment only.; 4

* Looking for unique and one-of-a-kind
gifts or jewelry? Visit FtoCo Traders,
2115 Central Ave. The shop , offers
wrought iron, wood and leather furni
ture, tile and glass mosaic tables, handbiown glassware, fountains and outdoor
planters, and products from Nepal,
Mexico, Bali and India. * Cali 895-8922
or visit http://www.rocotraders.com.

May 11 & 18 • St. Pete Shuffle. St, Petersburg
Shuffleboard Courts, 559 Mirror Lake Dr. N, 7
to 11 p.m. A hip twist on an old game with
music and art. Free. www.stpeteshuffie.com or
867-7228.

May 11 to 13 • The Pier Aquarium Grand
Reopening Days. The Pier Aquarium, 800 2nd

Ave. N,E, Fri, & Sat, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m,, Sun.
noon to 6 p.m. www.pieraquarium.org or
895-7437.
May 11 to 13 • Tampa Bay Home Show.

Tropicana Field. Fri, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Sat. 10
a,m, to 7 p.m., Sun. 10 a.m, to 5 p.m. Learn
about new products and services for home or
garden projects. S3,16 & under free,
www.tampabayhomeshows.com or 825-3137,
May 12 & 19 • Saturday Morning Market

Central Ave. from 1st to 2nd St. 9 a.m. to 2
p.m, European-style open air market, vendors
and live music. Free. www,saturdaymorningmarket.com or 455-4921.
May 12 • Pinellas Youth Symphony Finale
Concert Palladium Theater, 253 5th Ave. N

2 p.m. $7 adults, free for Students.
www.pysmusfo.org or 438-3149,
May 12 * All Stars Def Comedy Jam. Mahaffey
Theater, 400 1st St, S. 8 p.m. Featuring
Michael Blackson and Marvin Dixon of HBG’s
Def Comedy Jam and BET's Comicview plus
Shawty of MTV's Wild'n'Out. $20 to $50.

892-5767,
May 15 to 17 ♦ Rays vs. Texas Rangers,

Tropicana Field, www.devilrays.com or
888-FAN-RAYS.
May 17 • The Florida Orchestra Westminster
Communities of St. Petersburg Coffee Series

Mediterranean Voyage. Mahaffey Theater,
400 1 st St. S. 11 a.m. $18 to $29.
www.floridaorchestra.org or 800-662-7286,
May 18 to 20 • Rays vs. Aartda Marlins.

5 Tips for Pleasing Customers
by SCORE® “Counselors to America's
Small Business:”
t
:

• Teach employees to answerthe phone
with smiles on their faces. Phpne
experts say that customers will hear the
smile in the employees’ voices.
• Hire people who love people.
« Require that employees speak clearly
and slowly enough to be understood —
especially on the phone. Nothing turns
off customers more quickly than impa
tient, sullen, or indifferent employees.

* Make sure employees have a thor
ough understanding of your products
and services so they can answer cus
tomer questions.

Tropicana Field, www.devilrays.com or
888-FAN-RAYS.
May 19 » ARTS ALIVE! Free Museum Day.

9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Free admission for
Pinellas and Hillsborough county residents
(with ID) at participating venues: Dali Museum
Rorida Holocaust Museum, Museum of Fine
Arts, The Pier Aquarium, St. Petersburg
Museum of History, The Arts Center, Florida
Craftsmen Gallery: Great Explorations and
Sunken Gardens open until 4 p.rri.
www.stpete.org or 893-4140,
May 19 • Everyone's Youth United 2nd Annual
Bay Area Youth & Parent Conference,

Coliseum, 535 4th Ave, N. 10 a.m, to 3 p.m.
Free day activities: discussions, educational
forums and music. Special guest speaker Rev.
Run of Run DMC and 'Run’s House' and his
son J0J0. Evening banquet and silent auction,
8 p.m., $75 and $150 VIP; table and sponsor
ship packages available. 321-0060 or
www.everyonesyouthunited.org

• Give employees leeway to meet cus
tomer needs. Does a vegetarian in your
restaurant want a meatless meal? Be
Sure waiters know they can make
substitutions.

Visit Our Website:
Online at www.theweeklychallenger.com
fc
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VITA Celebrates With Victory Party
A “Victory Party”. That’s what one of the
volunteers said it was going to be. Officially,
the event was the Volunteer Appreciation
Luncheon, held at the James B. Sanderlin
Neighborhood Family Center in late April. It
was held in honor of the women and men who
volunteered their time and skills to prepare and
electronically file tax returns for free for
taxpayers for whom preparation fees would
have been a burden.
It was a day to celebrate the results of the
tax filing season, to share experiences from the
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) sites
and to visit with volunteers and staff from all
the sites, most of whom had met in the pre
season training sessions before separating to
work at different locations throughout Pinellas
County.
There they were again, in one place, to be
honored with a catered luncheon, certificates
and words of gratitude and to celebrate what
they had accomplished together in service to
the community. Each VITA site is unique, each
'volunteer special; but, in the end, these very
different people from various walks of life
succeeded by working as a team. The
backgrounds of the volunteers differed, but the
goal for each was the same: to make a
difference in someone else’s life, and-to make
a difference for the community.
And what a difference they made. At the
seven VITA sites in Pinellas County, stretching
from Midtown and the northeast part of St.
Petersburg through Gulfport, Largo/Ridgecrest
and High Point, and up to Tarpon Springs,
volunteers and staff prepared approximately
2,400 total returns with over $1,280,000
Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) dollars and
almost $3,355,000 total refund amount.
Also acknowledged was the accomplishment
of the Pinellas AARP volunteers who provided
free tax preparation assistance at twenty-eight
locations.

Together, VITA and AARP volunteers
prepared over 12,000 total returns with over
$2,220,000 EITC dollars and over $9,660,000
total refund amount. Pinellas taxpayers saved
over $1,800,000 in commercial tax preparation
fees by using the free tax preparation services
offered at VITA and AARP sites. That’s a
savings of almost two million dollars. By
going to free tax prep sites, taxpayers received
all of their refund money, money which went
to pay bills, open checking and/or savings
accounts, pay for transportation or for a down
payment on a house, money that circulated in
the community.
Thanks to the partnership with Wachovia
Bank, seventy-eight free. checking accounts
were opened on the spot at several of the VITA
sites allowing the use of direct deposit and fast
receipt of tax refunds.
Four staff members at the Sanderlin Center
prepared .over 600 total returns with almost
$532,000 EITC. dollars, the largest amount of
EITC dollars for any single free tax
preparation site in Pinellas. Long-time
volunteers at Enoch Davis Center prepared
over 1,100 total returns with over $426,000
EITC dollars. Together, the two Midtown sites
prepared returns with almost a million EITC
dollars and with over $2,430,000 total refund
amount.
The numbers were impressive at all the
sites, and the celebration was fun after so
much hard work and dedication by truly
remarkable people. Everyone felt they were
part of an important mission, proud of the
outcome and grateful for the opportunity to
experience the rewards of being part of a
community effort.
It was indeed a “victory party”. What we
celebrated was a victory for the taxpayers, a
victory for the community, a victory for all of
us.

A Torch Bearer
TWbute to

Summer Food Service
Program: Food That’s In When
School Is Out
Pinellas County Human Services will sponsor
the 2007 Summer Food Service Program for
children at recreation and community centers,
school sites, churches and day camps throughout
Pinellas County once again this summer. The
program will operate May 30 through August 8.
The Summer Food Service Program is a
federally funded initiative operated nationwide
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture and
administered statewide by the Florida Department
of Education. The program provides nutritionally

balanced meals to children during summer
vacation when school is not in session. The meals
are provided FREE to all children 18 years of age
and younger, regardless of race, color, national
origin, sex, age or disability at eligible sites.
Program sponsors are reimbursed for meals
served at approved sites in low-income areas.
For more information about the Summer Food
Service Program and a listing of open sites for this
summer, call Carol McKinney at (727) 464-8439
or Emily Magyar (727) 464-8404.

SCHOLARSHIP

anchoring, so I already have had a head start for
college and a great opportunity to be exposed to
the journalism field.”
As a volunteer for the Special Olympics and
occasionally providing services to families with
her mother at the Ronald McDonald House, it
came as no surprise that Irby’s original career goal
involved special needs education. “At first I
wanted a career as a sign language instructor, but
after getting involved with the TV production
studio at my school I just fell in love with
journalism and servicing others by getting the
information, out there. My father is in photo
journalism, so I’ve been to different conventions
with him and got to talk to many different people.
He inspired me to pursue journalism.”
“This is an exciting day of accomplishment for
all of the students and especially for my daughter
Kara,” Reverend Kenneth Irby said. “For her
future it is whatever she decides as she is certainly
committed foremost to the Lord. Kara has made a
commitment to journalism and service to others
and she understands fully the degree of turmoil and
changes that are happening in the field of
journalism, being a child of a former journalist and
journalism instructor. She is passionate about
people knowing facts and the context of things that
are happening
world so they can make better
decisions. She is going to do well. She is interested
in helping the world through her career,”
Members of Ebony Scholars were excited to be
a part of the festivities in their honor and for the
scholarships received for a job well done. “Today is
just like the beginning for my future actually,” said
Nakena Cromartie. “Because as I’m
graduating from Gibbs’s BETA program (Business,
Economic, and Technology), I am an honor student.
I’m so honored today to receive monies to put
towards my education. My career goal is to attend
FAMU to major in business for accounting and to
become a Certified Public Accountant. I am just
blessed to be here today. Just blessed,” she said.
The hopes and expectations for a successful
future sparkled in the eyes of the young men and
women being honored. Smiles and proud whispers
filled the air with excitement. The event was all it
was meant to be; an opportunity to celebrate youth
for a job well done.

continued from front page
Scholar Nakena Cromartie, Brittney Keene,
Arielle Miller, Robert Mobley, Telisha Marshall,
Ishamaeel Nash all of Gibbs High School. Katina
Hicks and Brittany Conyers of Boca Ciega High
School. Michelle Lee of St. Petersburg High
School, Shelynn Weston of St. Petersburg
Collegiate High School, and Kecia Lewis of
Northeast High School. India Smith, Jessica
Smith, Brandon Williams, Hermon Williams Jr.,
Demetria Bizell, Brittany Clarke, Kevin A.
Hartzog Jr., Corey Henderson, Ronnie Lane all of
Lakewood High School. Finally, Kara Irby, the
Ebony Scholars Program President.
The cheerful and delightful Kara Irby, the
daughter of Reverend Kenneth and Karen Irby, is
a senior at Lakewood High School and recipient
of the Weekly Challenger’s Scholarship designated
to be awarded to an Ebony Scholar pursuing a
degree in Journalism.
Irby is also the Vice-President of the National
Honor Society, Secretary of the NAACP Youth
Council, and is involved with the Christian Club and
Exquisite Gems. As a part of her community service,
Irby volunteers for the Big Brother/Big Sister
program and worked voter registration. Irby’s future
plans are to attend Florida State University in the fall
where she will majqr in Mass Communications and
purse a career in Broadcast Journalism.
“At my school I am anchor for our morning
show called Fast Forward,’’ said Irby. “We (the
school) also produce a show for Fox 13 called Fox
13 Magazine and its all completely produced by
the students. The show airs every Saturday
morning at 10:30, and I’m the anchor for that. It
(Fox 13 Magazine) gave me a lot of exposure and
I actually went to CNN this past summer and
shadowed with Frederica Whitfield who is an
anchor for CNN news. While working with the
school’s news program I have learned about the
different expects of journalism. Two years prior to
becoming an anchor, I made packages for our
school’s news. We went out and interviewed
students and also did all of the editing and
organizing. So I have had experiences in several
areas including directing, producing, editing, and
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Vyrle Davis
Please join us when we celebrate his many
lifelong contributions

to this community
An Evening With The Torch Bearer
Saturday Evenm||jVlay 19, 2007
Cocktail Reception * Six o’clock p.m. ■
Dinner and Tribute * Seven o’clock p.m.

Hilton St. PetejaHurg Bay front
333 First Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida

Michael King, Brandon Blue, Vyrle Davis,
Nathan Tindall, and Cheryl Johnson-Tindall

CAN YOU SAY

TILAPIA?
£
TRY THIS DELICIOUS FISH
4 FRIED, GRILLED, OR BLACKENED

COMPLETE DINNER
ONLY $8.99
400 - 49th St South
St Petersburg, FL

Donation $50.00 per person

Black Tie Optional
by “Fri^fcvyrle Davis” ' •
For tickets of additional information contact Doris Swangles, chairperson, 727-^327-4!
^"""^^^^proceeds to benefit the Ebony Scholars.

I

Carolyn Turner and Ishmaeel Nash

(727) 327-8309
(727) 328-8309

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD
MARKET A RESTAURANT

Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Sunday ... Gone Fishin’
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DISCOVER PUBLIX BRAND QUALITY. GUARANTEED.
We’re so confident you’ll like Publix brand products, we’ll give you up to three FREE!* Each week for the next three
weeks, we’ll designate three national brand products and their Publix brand counterparts—buy the national brand, get the
Publix product FREE. Each deal lasts just one week, so hurry in and see the in-store display for details.

Publix
WHERE

SHOPPING-

IS

A

PLEASURE®

www.publix.CQm/publixbranti

Deals on products pictured effective May 10-May 16,2007 only. Limit one deal per customer, please.

/When you buy the national brand products designated for that week.
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TAMPA BAY NEWS
Steps To A Healthier Florida
Program Are Award Winners In
Pinellas County Schools

JAZZ
J AMIM
Side-Door Jazz Welcomes Dan
McMillion’s “High Octane” Big Band
On April 19th, the
highlight on the Side-.
Door main stage was
the “High Octane” Jazz
Orchestra, capably led by
Tampa’s own SeaBreeze
label recording artist, jazz
trumpeter Dan McMillion.
This was McMillion’s
latest and newest eightpiece band soaring through
Dan McMillion
arrangements of originals
and standards, treating jazz fans to an evening of
great jazz. Since it was a “Side Door Jazz Room
CD Release Concert”, these talented jazz
musicians played tunes from their latest CD
“High Octane”, which included tunes from , the
Ellington, Basie, Kenton and Ferguson
songbooks. As experienced and well-seasoned
‘Lions of Jazz’, they were playing hard-swinging
music, including familiar jazz standards which
left the audience breathless and exhilarated. This
was a concert you were glad you didn’t miss!
Starting out the set with “McArthur Park,’’;
tenor saxophonist Mark Gould took the lead solo
with McMillion and Tom Deets establishing high
marks on trumpet and alto saxophone,
respectively. Baritone saxophone player David
Weaver arranged the tune, showing why
McMillion considers him to be one of the best in
the business. An old favorite “Take the ‘A’ Train”
was next, and the band proceeded to do it justice.
I overheard someone say to his companion,
“When a band gets this good, there ought to be a
law that says they’ve got to play until daybreak”.
Following the swinging pace established
earlier in the set, McMillion led the band in a Miles
Davis standard piece called “Four”, This tune
played by a big band was pure nostalgia, and I
think more than likely, caused many a fan to
remember times gone by. Tom Parmeter took the
lead on trumpet attempting to sound like a young
“Miles”. I said to myself, “Great try, Tom.” Even
so, I must admit, his solo was good and logical. In
fact, all during the concert, the performers kept
reminding us by their playing that the orchestra
was comprised of Tampa Bay musical heavyweights.
Slowing down the pace a bit, the band came on
with “Dancing Lightly” focusing on trombone
player Marius DiPetri, who wowed the audience

with his beautiful solo.
.Pausing between tunes to tellan occasional
story, McMillion proved to be the consummate
entertainer. In addition to his outstanding trumpet
playing, mention must be given to his big band’s
nomination for a Grammy Award in 2002. It was
because of his third album “Got the Spirit” which
is “off the hook.” Most of big band lovers consider
it - a “must have” album in their collection. In a
CD Review by the St. Petersburg Times, accolades
were extended to McMillion not only for being a
fantastic musician but also for sharing his musical
knowledge to collegiate and high school
musicians in the Tampa Bay area. Although, he
was not speaking specifically about the “High
Octane” eight-piece band McMillion brought into
the Side Door Jazz Room, jaz2 critic John
Killock, London England, says of McMillion’s
big band, “Dan.McMillion’s big band is a perfect
example of a superb unit that trespasses on the
territory of The Maynard Ferguson big band with
irresistible energetic performances,”
During the second set, the band performed
“Got the Spirit”, an arrangement by everyone’s
favorite, trombonist Slide Hampton. An uptempo
“Love For Sale” followed with a terrific drum
solo by McMillion’s resolute drummer Glen Bush.
Tenor saxophonist Mark Gould did wonders- on
the beautiful “Danny Boy,” and towards the end
of the concert McMillion dedicated a tune to
yours truly, “1 Remember Clifford,” one of my
favorite tunes, written and arranged by Benny
Go Ison, former arranger and composer for Art
Blakey & The Jazz Messengers. All in all, it was
&n exciting concert. If you have the opportunity to
attend a Dan McMillion “High Octane” concert,
by all means, please do. You’ll be glad you took
my advice.

The Steps to a Healthier Florida school
program has achieved great success in promoting
student health in Pinellas County. In fact, several
projects have been recognized as success stories:
The Pinellas County Schools Food Service
Salad Program was recognized by the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control (CDC), the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (U.S.D.A.) and the . Physicians
Committee for Responsible Medicine (PCRM).
Pinellas County’s public school lunches were ranked
first in the state and tied for second in the country in
promoting the health of children. This honor came
from the PCRM as part of its fifth annual School
Lunch Report Card. The Food Service department
was a runner-up for PCRM’s national 2006 Golden
Carrot Award. This award recognizes school food
service programs for “making major strides toward
improving student health by serving more vegetarian
meals and emphasizing fruits and vegetables.”
The Teen Cuisine “Quick Bites” video is being
recognized as a creative work with a Telly Award.
This award honors excellence in local, regional and
cable TV commercials, non-broadcast video and TV
program categories. The “Quick Bites” video series
promotes healthy eating habits using middle school
students and professional chefs in a cooking show
format, A companion Teen Cuisine Cookbook was
published for the public. You can find this cookbook
and several video clips from the 40 final productions
on the Steps to a Healthier Florida website at
www.pinellas.kl2.fl.us/CI/STEPS.
The Asthma Project is a partnership between
Pinellas County Schools, the Pinellas County Health
Department, GlaxoSmith Kline and the
Asthma/Allergy Foundation of America (AAFA).
The goal of the program is to improve quality of life
and reduce absenteeism for students with asthma.
During the spring of 2006, the Project collected

baseline data on the absenteeism of second, third and
fourth grade students with asthma in 11 schools.
School nurses learned how to collect student
absenteeism data and how to measure students’ daily
Usage of Peak Flow Meters. They also coordinated
student asthma lessons with AAFA. In the fall of
2006, AAFA volunteers gave students lessons on
managing asthma. GlaxoSmith Kline donated Peak
Flow Meters and provided education for local
physicians and office staff on the importance of Peak
Flow Meters for preventing asthma attacks and the
purpose of the asthma school project. The Project
has seen a 33 percent reduction in student absences,
thus providing an improvement in the quality of life
and academie success for the asthmatic student.
Family Fun Nights for Diabetes Management is
a Pinellas County Schools partnership with the
Pinellas County Cooperative Extension Service,
Kash-N-Karry Food Stores and Animas Corporation
to promote a healthy lifestyle through education,
improved eating habits, physical activity and
emotional support for the diabetic student and their
family members. A series of classes for diabetic
students' and thjeir family members take place in the
evenings at a middle? school and focus on
nutrition/cooking and physical activity. Preparing
the provided dinner is a joint effort between the
presenter,, students and parents. While all delight in
their healthy meals, they also receive education on
managing their diabetes. Leaders use a pre- and postlifestyle/behavior questionnaire to collect data on
behavior changes for the diabetic student and the
family members. There is follow-up to determine
further needs and support groups are forming.
Steps to a Healthier Florida is implementing
many other wellness' activities in Pinellas
County Schools. To learn more, visit
www.pinellas.kl2.fl.us/CI/STEPS.

JUDGES

• Introduce himself and other African- >
American judges as role models that young people
may choose to emulate.
In his letter inviting the local pastors to
bring young people to the Clearwater forum,;
Judge Andrews cited a “sampling of statistics we
find when we consider the plight of young African
American males.” Among those statistics are:
• Of black males bom this year, 29% can
expect to spend some time behind bars. National
Urban League*State of Black America 2006 :
• One in 14 black children has a parent in jail
or prison. National Urban League State of Black
America 2006
• One in 20 black men is incarcerated,
compared to one in 155 white men. National Urban
League State ,of Black America 2006.
• For every three black men in college, four
are in prison. Seattle Post-Intelligencer March 30th,
2006.
• Nationally, more than half of urban black
men do not finish high school. Seattle PostIntelligencer March 30th, 2006,
• In 2004, some 72 percent of black male high
school dropouts were unemployed, compared with
34 percent of white and 19 percent of Latino
dropouts. Seattle Post-Intelligencer March 30th,
2006.
• At virtually every crack in the education
pipeline, black males are falling through at rates
higher than other groups. St. Petersburg Times
April 17th, 2005.
• In Pinellas County schools, 1 in 3 black boys
are classified as special education students, while
1 in 100 are considered gifted. The corresponding
rates for white boys: 1 in 5, and 1 in 16. St.
Petersburg Times April 17th, 2005.
• African American men in. their early 30s are
nearly twice as likely to have prison records
(22%) than Bachelors degrees (12%). Justice
Policy Institute March 2006.
• “These findings clearly show that, for loweducation African American men, prison has
become a common life event, even more common
than employment or military service.” National
Education Association 2006.

continued from front page
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Remember to “Keep
“Supporting Live Jazz!”

Jazz Alive”
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Jazz fans - do you have any feedback? I would
like to hear from YOU! Visit rickgeesjazzjamm.com
or email me at JazzJamm@aolcom. You may also
mail your letters to Rick Gee’s Jazz Jamul, c/o
The Weekly Challenger, 2500 M.L. King, Jr.
Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705.

Life-Saving Skills Taught In
GEMS Baby-Sitting Course
Baby-sitters do more than read stories to the
kids they supervise. They are sometimes called
upon to save lives.
The Sarasota County Medical Society Alliance,
a not-for-profit organization of spouses of local
physicians, will offer the GEMS (Good Emergency
Mother’s Substitute) babysitting course as a
community service. The three-day course will
be held from 9:30 a.m, to noon, Wednesday and
Thursday, May 30 and 31, and 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
Friday June 1, in the Geldbart Auditorium, Selby
Public Library, 1.331-First Street, Sarasota.
Participants should bring a bag lunch for the
longer session on June 1.
Selby Library offers the use of its facility and
the library’s youth department staff provides
enthusiastic support for this valuable and muchneeded course for teens. Each year 52 students
from almost every public and private school in
Sarasota County participate in this course, which

PowerTo End Stroke

is open to boys and girls between the ages of 12
and 15, who have completed sixth grade.
Students are trained in infant/child CPR
(Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation) and other
potentially life-saving procedures and practices
by professionals in the fields of emergency
medicine, poison control, fire fighting and law
enforcement. Students are taught ethics and
safety, including the “do’s and don’ts of
babysitting.” As a fun hands-on treat, real babies
and their moms visit the class for a “diaper
demo.”
The class is limited to 52 students; registration
is required. Interested parties .may visit the Selby
Library youth desk or calk 861-1130 to obtain a
registration form.
For more information contact the Sarasota
County Call Center at 941-861-5000 and ask
about the GEMS baby-sittittg course at Selby
Public Library.

Joseph Me Call mentor from the Boys & Girls Club
of America’s KUNGA (Knowledge Understanding
Nonviolence Gratitude Action) organization

have been able to accomplish”.
Judge Andrews made a profound statement
when he said, “The second before you commit a
crime, your future belongs to you and you can do
anything in life that you desire. The second after
you commit a crime, you turn your future life over
to a lot of people who don’t know you. Your focus
should not be finding a good lawyer,.your focus
should be on not needing a lawyer”.
Responding to an expressed FCAT concern,
the judges encouraged the young people to
participate in their own lives and not to wait until
the day before an exam; to get help. To this point
YDI offered access to their FCAT Enhancement
Lab and software (PLATO). They are located at
1932 Drew Street, Suite 8, and are.open on Monday
through Friday from 6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
As a part of the closing six young men were
given an'opportunity to develop his professional
skills by each individually presenting an award to
a judge. They were coached by Joseph Smiley, Ed.
D, acting program director. for in the Social
Sciences, Fine Arts & Education department at St.
Petersburg College, Clearwater campus.
Judge Andrews began conducting similar
programs about eight or nine years ago to:
Address issues facing today’s youths,
particularly young black males.
• Present the justice system in a positive manner.

X »

Join the American Stroke Association and spiritual
and community leaders in a movement to raise
awareness, lift vaces and free Africar Americans
■
from disability and death caused by stroke.

/ (
csll|727»563eOB7
strotwassoclatiOB org
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

I,

IX

Tampa Bay area. This will.be a free concert and open to the
public. Come, bring friends and enjoy the sounds of The Al
Downing All Stars. Meeting at 2:00 to 3:00 p.m.,Concert at 3:30.
The All Downing Theatre (at Perkins Elementary School)

“Making Every Dollar Count” program at the Resource
Center for Women, from 6 to 8 p.m. The workshop is free and
open to the public (men and women). Registration is

Sunday, May 12-13th - Annual Mothers Day Benefit Take Back The Night: A Women’s Blues Revue. 5-9 p.m.
Area musicians will present a benefit concert to bring
attention to the problem of domestic violence. The monies
raised are donated to five area domestic violence agencies:
CASA in St. Petersburg, The Haven of RCS in Clearwater,
The Spring in Tampa, Sunrise of East Pasco, and the

I

required. Call RCW at 727-586-1110.

2205 18th Avenue South, Saint Petersburg, Florida.

Salvation Army DV Program of West Pasco. All will have
volunteers on hand to help the community learn about the
services they provide. Call 813-977-6474 for more*

information.
Sunday, May 13 - Morehouse College Glee Club in
Concert Bi-Annual Scholarship Performance in Blake
High School Theatre, 1701 N Blvd at 4:00 p.m. Proceeds will
benefit local students at Morehouse College.

Thursday, May
from 10:00 a.m. Avenue South, St,
800-713-3301. (No

17 - Free Diabetes Screenings offered
2:00 p.m. May 17 at CVS, 3501-54th
Petersburg. For more information call:
appointment necessary)

Sunday, May 27 - Brasil Arts Festival at Studioat620
from 3 to 6 p.m. EMIT & Brasil Arts presents the second
Brasil Arts Festival featuring bossa nova by the band O Som
Do Jazz, an open batucada drum group led by Alvon Griffin,

Saturday, May 19, 2007 - 11th Business Tour at the
Historical Harbor Club, 915 E. Grant Ave. Tampa, FL 33604.
Free admission fun for entire family, moon walk for the
children, lots of great shops, barbeque on the patio, WINGS

paintings by artists represented by Brasil Arts and delicious
snacks catered by the Brasilia Grill.
The Studioat620 is located at 620 First Avenue South in
St. Petersburg. For more information, call 341-4363,

and a PRAYER (100 flavor wing and shrimps and more).
Starts at 11 a.m. Vendors welcome. For more information
please call candy Lowe at 813-394-6363.

Saturday, June 2 - St. Petersburg Branch- NAACP will
host its 74th Annual Freedom Fund Banquet: “Encounter,

Embrace & Protect Equality” at the St. Pete Coliseum,
535-4th Avenue North, St. Petersburg. at 7 p.m. Keynote
speaker will be Attorney Delano S. Stewart, Esq. with
featured Emcee, Deiah Riley of ABC Action News a WFTSTV. For more information call (727) 898-3310 or 867-1887.

, Tuesday, May 15th - Are you struggling with making

Sunday, May 20, 2007 - The Al Downing Tampa Bay

every dollar count? Are you using credit cards to cover the
bills? Are you renting and not buying assets? Are you

intimidated by bill collectors and banks?
Learn how to make every dollar count - register for the

Jazz Association, Inc. invites you to attend our annual
membership meeting and concert. The association will be
celebrating 25 years of presenting and promoting jazz in the

Calling All Tampa Babies! EVENFLO® Brings
“Baby, You’re A Star!” Contest To Town

bright
house

TAMPA - Tampa babies, get ready share their baby’s photo with family and friends via e-cards.
In the quest to crown the top star, one baby from the Tampa
to say “Cheese” as Evenflo brings the
photo
shoot at Babies “R” Us will be chosen as a semi-finalist
“Baby, You’re a Star!” nationwide
contest to town to search for a new face through online voting that will go on for the first two weeks in June
for the company. The contest, held with at www.evenflo.com. Evenflo will ask Americans to log on to
exclusive host Babies “R” Us, is open to www.evenflo.com to select contest semi-finalists arid (he grand
children between 2-24 months and will -prize winner, who will be determined by the total number of online
stop at the Tampa Babies “R” Us store votes. The grand prize winner will be announced in November.
Last year, America cast more than 340,000 votes for their
on May 19 as part of a summer-long
search for America’s favorite baby. The favorite babies at www.evenflo.com and selected Daniel Vlasak
winning cutie will become a face for from Schwenksville, Pa., as the winner of the “Baby, You’re a
Evenflo in the company’s 2008 Star!” photo contest. Daniel was among nearly 8,000 babies who
marketing campaign, win a $10,000 college scholarship, and were entered into the contest through the photo shoots and online
receive a prize package filled with Evenflo products babies need to entries.
“Baby, You’re a Star!” Web Site
grow, go, play and thrive.
Information about “Baby You’re A Star!” can be found at
Professional photographer Lisa Green will be on hand at
Babies “R” Us where she will hold a photo shoot with participating www.evenflo.com. Parents can visit the site to submit their baby’s
babies^ The hours of the photo shoot will be from 10:30 a.m. - 5 photo, view city tour images, vote for their favorite baby, and
p.m., with registration opening at 10 a.m. Parents unable to attend forward contest and voting information on to friends and family via
the photo shoot on May 19 can also enter the contest by submitting e-mail. The site includes helpful tips from photographers Steve and
Lisa Green to help parents capture beautiful photos of their babies
a photo online at www.evenflo.com.
All “Baby, You’re a Star!” pictures from the Tampa event at at home. Parents can also find city tour dates, times and locations,
Babies “R” Us will be posted at www.evenflo.com, where parents as well as contest rules and regulations.
will be able to order one free professional photo of their baby and

JEFFREY HATCHER cqnceivcoby
ROB RUGGIERO & DYKE GARRISON MUSICAL
&IRECT10N & ARRANGEMENTS 8Y DANNY HOLGATE
DIRECTED BY ROB RUGGIERO
book by

Ella Fitzgerald comes
alive in a celebration
of music and life!
"...MUST SEE PERFORMANCE
THAT HAS AUDIENCES GROOVING
THROUGHOUT THE SHOW'S TWO
DOZEN NUMBERS" -VARIETY

fiis Fofa/t/e, photo by lentiy Ntiglei

MAY 11-JUNE 10
in Sarasota next to the Ringling
Museum on US 41 {Tamiami Trail)

800-361 -8388

box office

order online - ww.AS0L0.org

Retired & Senior
Volunteer
Program

^Museum of fine arts

PALLADIUM

at ST. PETERSBURG COLLEGE

We need volunteers to help us in our recruitment
efforts. For information on these and other positions,
please call the RSVP office at 327-8690 ext. 22.

in

y

Volunteers are
needed for part-time library pages working four-hour
shifts Monday - Friday.
St. Petersburg Beach Library -

Pinellas Youth Symphony
Finale Orchestra Concert

Volunteers are
needed to assist in the day to day operation of the 2house facility by registering families, giving house
tours, answering phones and helping where needed.

Saturday, May 12,2 p.m., $7

^Academy Prep. Graduation

Volunteers are needed to
visit with residents, write letters, provide
entertainment, and assist with activities.
Sweet Love of Florida -

are needed
to provide mentoring to a child at a designated school
or recreation center within the community.

Side Door Jazz: Nate Hajar with the
Kennedy Brothers: Mostly Gershwin
Thursday, May 10,7:30 p.m., $20

Ronald McDonald House -

Big Brothers/Big Sisters - Volunteers

y

Thursday, May 17,4 p.m., FREE ADMISSION

Paul Wilborn and the Blue Roses
Let's Misbehave Again! hmenan Song
book Series

Clementine Hunter, Nativity (1970-1985)
Collection of Martha and Jim Sweeny

Friday, May 18,7:30 p.m., $20

Volunteers are
needed to help serve itteals out of Enoch Davis Center
and the Sunshine Center and do deliver meals.
Training and orientation is required.
Neighborly Care Network -

Volunteers
are needed as road patrols. Duties includes assisting
the police department ifi tagging and impounding
abandoned vehicles, assisting in traffic control,
transporting found property to designated locations,
enforcing illegal parking laws, and more. Background
check and training is required.

Soulful Arts Dance Academy
Dance is the Hidden Language
of the Soul

St. Petersburg Police Department -

Largo Mid-Pinellas Chamber of Commerce -

Volunteers are needed to assist with office duties,
answering phone, mailing preparations, and some
additional office work.
Faith In Action of Upper Pinellas -Volunteers
are needed for driving their weekly food van. Drivers
can alternate weeks. Requirements are clean driving
record, physically able to help people on and off the
bus, and have a caring heart.

Saturday, May 19,7 p.m., $6—$12

March 31-July 8

Guilfoil Ballet Theater
Fifth Annual Spring Showcase

135 UNFORGETTABLE WORKS,
MANY BY AFRICAN AMERICANS

Sunday, May 20,2 p.m., $12—$ 15

Tampa Bay Area
Fred Astaire Dance Studio
What Dreams Are Made Of...

ST PETERSBURG

CLEARWATER

In die know: -hi the Tunes.'

FloridasBeach.com

t3mpabay.com

AREA CONVENTION 8. VISITORS BUREAU

Friday, May 25,7:30 p.m., $15

Additiohal Support from the City of St. Petersburg and the
Renaissance Vinoy Resort & Golf Club.

BOX OFFICE (727) 822-3590 • www.mypalladium.org
253 FIFTH AVE. N„ ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33701
MEDIA SPONSOR

255 Beach Drive N.E.
727.896.2667 • www.fine-arts.org

I
W■

^£****^7 '

2007 OLYMPIAN SPONSORS Gus & Frances Stavros, Hough Family Foundation, Mark & Marianne Mahaffey,

Progress Energy, R8C Dain Rauscher, Sembier Company, Synovus Bank,Tech Data, St Petersburg Times, Ray and
Nancy Murray. Sponsored in part by the State of Florida, Department of State, Division of Cultural Affairs, the
Florida Arts Council, the National Endowment for the Arts and the City of St. Petersburg.

Additional Parking at Synovus Bank 333 3rd St. N.
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Employment Opportunities

8 St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church

Christian Preschool seeking FT/Permanent Teacher
CDA preferred; minimum 2 years exp. required and
Teacher (FT/Summer Only) exp. required. Call (727) 823-9370

Photo By Kelley Collier

Under the Direction of

Franklin Gray, Minister of Music

t

Brother Michael Walker, Assistant

CLEARWATER INSURANCE AGENCY NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR

and

PERSONAL LINES CUSTOMER SERVICE AND PROCESSORS POSITIONS.

Sister Vivian green, Accompanist

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY, BUT A WILLINGNESS TO WORK AND

Franklin Gray

PRODUCE INSURANCE APPLICATIONS.
i

CALL (727) 210-0522, ASK FOR “ED PASSMORE”

Theme:

“Praise God From Whom All Blessings Flow”

Salary + Commission

Sunday, May 27, 2007
4:00 p.m.

The Weekly Challenger Newspaper is currently looking for a detailed, self-starter with the desire to grow in the
fast paced field of marketing. Candidate requires excellent organizational skills, must be a team player with a cando attitude. The position will be responsible for defining and implementing advertising sales strategies for revenue
growth. Exceptional verbal communication and presentation skills are required.

St. Mark M.B. Church

ADVERTISING SALES MANAGER

1301 37th Street South

St. Petersburg, FL

To apply forward resume by email to wcads@tampabay.rr.com
For additional information call 727-896-2922

Royal Theatrigl
femmer Arts Cat™

ft.Rummer Arts Camp «
13 week Multi-Art^B
toy ram for Children Agdi
R2 and Teens Ages 13-

If you think there might be
a warrant for your arrest...
Please call

_____________

NT

K

JAKBlt EaS)*risiiiD I

low Enrolling!

PICK OF THE
WEEK!
02*04-18

(727) 322-0664
Avoid the embarrassment of being

Featuring
St, Mark Matts Chair
New Hape Male Chair
Sister Ruth Williams
Sister Diane Hughes, WRXB Radia
And mare...

Rwfcte Lottery,

22-28-30

CA$H 3

I

859 623 461

I

For Additional Information call

IflSjimner Aits C'ajjip
Recording Arts

' 727-321-6631

•a

(ftjffiM

302 584 711
Eytoj’l LxplonuiQri
Field! rip*. & Vloie

<

j
Z

"

IAIebb s
Sail

A ^icit^vcry
Cinto fo

»» <Asur

Peterborough Apartments

DOG DAYS

Affordable Senior Housing
Spacious 1BR High Rise Apts.
Income Based Rents
On Busline, Next to Senior Center

Easy Payment
Plans

Collateral
not always needed
Kpyitl'l'iicatrc

101J 22i|U Street So mb

mMm

lyRdtpWju ,Si. Puer.sVurg 3.3712 «i
Phr/7-27.327.6556'

826 49th St. S.
St. Pete FI. 33707

1-4 1-7 5-a
5-6 8-1 o-i?

Call us at (727) 823-5145
440 Fourth Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33701

fit
EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

Over 4,000 Rally In Tallahassee For Parental Choice In Education
On April 12th, over 4,000 parents and children went to Tallahassee from all over Florida to show
their support for the Step Up For Students Scholarship Program. Hundreds of the attendees came **
all the way from Hillsborough, Pinellas and Manatee counties.

Rally participants heard Florida civil rights icon, Rev. H. K. Matthews, describe parental choice in
education as “a continuation of the dream." Rev. Matthews marched with Dr. Rung at Selma and
was jailed 35 times during his struggles for equality in Pensacola. "This is a flashback of the old
movement," said Matthews.

State Senator Al Lawson, D-Tallahassee, and Governor Charlie Crist also addressed the crowd in
support of the program.
The Florida Legislature created Step Up For Students in 2001 to empower low-income parents to
choose where they send their children to school in grades K-12. Corporations receive tax benefits
for contributing to a state approved scholarship program that helps pay transportation costs to out
of district public schools, or tuition to private schools. Families may receive up to $3,750 per child
towards tuition.

© Phil Sears
Reverend H.K. Matthews and Gover nor Crist unite to
support parental choice at April 12th Rally in
Tallahassee.

Approximately 17,000 children attend over 800 participating schools statewide that are chosen by their parents, including outstanding
local schools such as Yvonne C. Reed Christian Academy and St. Peter Claver School. Over 40% of the scholarship recipients are African
atfMBi
American, and the average household income of families on the
program is $23,000.

For more information on the scholarships please call (866) 739-1197
or visit www.stepupforstudents.com

The rally was sponsored in part by:

FACE

' .
C,
©Phil Sears
Over 4,000 supporters of parental choice marched in Tallahassee to support Corporate Tax Credit
Scholarships—hundreds of parents and students from Hillsborough, Pinellas and Manatee counties
attended the 5tW Annual Rally in Tallahassee.

www.baeo.org

*

www.Bace.org
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Sending lots of Love this
Mother’s Day

Thank you for being the mother of our children.
I Love you!

Harriet, Vernice, Gary, Loretta, and
Glynette

Your Hubbie, Rev. Louis M. Murphy, Sr., Chiriga, L.J. & Jair

earn
A Mother’s Day Wish For Our “Big” Sister.

We cherish you and love
you with all our hearts.

“Mother’s Day is a special time to let you know how much we treasure you. Thank you for replacing
Mom after she transitioned to eternal life. Thank you for your love, caring and giving to all eight of us.
We are forever here for you. Happy Mother’s Day

Love, Val & Bob

Your Brothers and Sisters, Richard, Carl, Cora, Dianne, Betty, Ophelia, Jackie, and Cheryl

We send love to our Mother

LYr/a 24Yae ^AAQ/t

Happy Mothers Day! We love you very much.
You mean the world to us.

I am so Truly Blessed!
Your daughters,

What more can I say

From all your children, grandchildren

Ashley, Aaliyah, Akilah and Aminah

to a wonderful Mother,

and great-grandchildren

Happy Mother’s Day

.

who is as special

as you.

To my beautiful daughter,
't/ia

My wife, My Friend,
My EVERYTHING.
I Love YOU!.

Roses are red .Violets are blue,
I am glad GOD blessed me with you
and three beautiful grandchildren.
Happy Mother’s Day!
Love, Mommie

Happy Mother’s Day

Your Husband,
Gustave Victor

To Our Sister-In-Law

AtcA (^AelyAfti,

’owie

Jackson, Mississippi

“The warmth and understanding you show, and all the kind things you say

and do are all wonderful reflections of God’s spirit which lives inside of you.”
We’re blessed to have you as a Sister.'Happy Mother’s Day

The Speights Family

To My Loving Mom,

JUST THE SIMPLE TRUTH
“You’re a Great Mom and I’m truly
blessed to be your Son. ”
Happy Mother’s Day

* Af/rAe/Ae.

wetta an

wina,

Mom is very proud of how you all are raising our grandchildren and the relationship I have with each one of you. As a mom or parent, I realize that
the challenges are many, in today's times. Raising children is much more challenging than in my young days. I lost my mom, as you all know, when
I was 13. God blessed me to be a mom to you all, and besides he has allowed me to observe you all being good, strong Christian moms for your
children. No matter what happens, always put God first in your lives and you can instill in your children to do likewise. Be the best examples that
you all can be for your children. Remember, they always watch you and read your lives. Always know that I will continue my support to each of you,
as long as I live. In closing, I am here to wish each one of you....... HAPPY MOTHER’S DAY............ It is your dayHH

Your mom with love, Isay M. Gulley

I Love You, Thomas “Jet” Jackson

To my Mommy,

Thank you Mommy for being just what God ordered for me. You have been the best guide along this path called life and
I am eternally grateful. There is nothing that I can’t do because you taught me at a young age that all things were possible
through Christ, who renders all my strength. I have held to this notion for a long time and I know that it will keep me in place
of greatness for many days to come. Pray that you receive the complete favor of the Lord as he has already shown his favor
for me when he blessed me with you.
I love you and Happy Mother’s Day.

Happy Mother’s Day to

Roses are Red, Violets are Blue,
Sugar is Sweet, and 1 Love You!

Happy Mother’s Day!
lowerJ

Love, Kirkland & Kristen Carnegie

Your Godchildren

A Special Message To A Special Mom,

LYYayyy .C/Gty

You’re loved more than you

can imagine. Not just on this
special day, but always.

Walmart Managers,
Store #5218

Your Daughter, “Lady”

i
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2222)Aew,

God’s gift to our family

V/'

your prayers, and your unconditional love. Happy Mother ’s Day.

and the world.

Your daughter, Tangela Murph-Bailey

Rev. Charles Ray

..J
E22//er

J

.

■ A

To my step-mother,
Bernestine Thornton, and to the
memory of my mother,
Jaunita Lewis & grandmother,
Cammie Brothers

22/to/r/crfte,
Love, Jon

1 miss you,
and think of you always.

MT

222/lie 222ii/ie6

The World’s Greatest Mom.

My Sweet Aunt

Love always, your son, Jon

With Love, Jon

2222fyhf

2%2/AerJ 2i)ay

22122)a&/2

22222^ 22222,22//

Midtown Seafood & Grill

.fa//#

Lo, Chiquita, Lonnie, & Aaron

Love, Gianni

Love, Ethel Wallace

"

1 have something to tell you.

of my mother,

and grandmother,

;

2222)tAew6 .

Love you all, Albert Thornton, Jr.

In memory

Thanks for all that you’ve instilled in me.
Thanks for being a mother like no other. I thank God for your example,

2222 22V2fy#

Happy Mother’s Day to

In memory of

22222/1« 2222/^/^

2222e/ree/ 222/i

God Bless U

Thinking of you this Mother’s Day

To A Beautiful Mother,

Grandmother and Aunt

Raynetta Mobley

The Rays

We are blessed to have you,

, * words ca/incV pxpress bow pnpch
We /oVe yoW Thank you being
Thanks for being a virtuous woman.

Happy Mother’s Day

22iMne£Acb 2)222,
//fy/eri/ie 22/2eAie/'.

>2)2222(te 222^
22222m//rwf. t

rou are me roumam or love

there always for us.

peace, compassion and

Happy Mother’s Day.

happiness. Thank you for sharing

all those traits with me.

Your Daughter,
Karen McIntyre,
Grandchildren,
Nieces and Nephews

Happy Mother’s Day!

and my four sisters.

Love, Jamelfe Dennis

Signora Farris

Love, “Kha”

~x-—

In memory of our parents,

2/ij/rr^ (/2a//ii(e/ 222iit/ee,

Happy Mother’s Day to

In memory of our mother,
(2^- >

22</er 2222etta 2i22yyie 222itt/er

who celebrated their 57th wedding anniversary in Heaven
on May 9th, 2007. We miss you and love you.

Your children, the Butler Family

ai
SZ/cfyfaf 222/tAej(

J

2/aw

Your Loving Mother,
Nora Corbett

Love, Nanci & Trish

Celebrations to

Happy Mother’s Day to

i//e6vr<i/i ///it/ier

To all of my hostesses and family
members involved in our special day,
April 14th, 2007.
------------—Jf
We thank you & love
you all, Deborah &

Julious Brown

Vt”

BIB1*'®® r

«><</.//fdict&j C/.

R

' JIMS

1

Al

on their April 14th wedding at Orange

Blossom Catering. This oc casion was

1 love you both, Ted

witnessed by 75 atten dants.

A loving tribute with heartfelt gratitude to my mother

22^/nay,

To my mother,

2222 22^71 (2e{avAz 22eeA

HMM
We miss you.

On this Mother’s Day, May 13, 2007.

Loving you is a blessing.
Love, Ersula

Always the wind beneath my wings.

We

'll

Rosalie Peck

t

love you.

Rinita, Michael, John, Reggie,
Rena, Reanna, & Little Reggie

There are not enough words to express the gratitude that we feel for a

2^2)^ 222{/mw ’a

woman who has supported her children every step of the way.

God Bless.

Michael Misener
Ex. Ass’t. Mgr., Walgreens #1339
and Ryan Misener

222tAe/7^.
Lucy Parris

So we the children of

22nc/i 222)eA

Salute you on this day. Happy Mother’s Day from

Christine, Robin, Danyell, Shawn, Bryan, Ryan, and Shamar

;
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STATE NEWS
Crist Happy With Results Of His First
Legislative Session
By: BRENDAN
FARRINGTON

TALLAHASSEE
(AP) - As the last day
of the annual legislative
session was winding
down, there was a lot of
talk about the big item
that didn’t get done: Lowering property taxes.
But the always optimistic Gov. Charlie
Crist woke up, went to work and wrote out
a list of his priorities and where they stood.
When he was finished, he looked at all the
check marks, made copies and sent it to his
staff with the note, “To our Team ....
Amazing work! ”
Yes, the Legislature has to come back next
month for a special session on the property tax
issue, but Crist looked like a kid at Christmas
when he talked about everything he got out of
his first regular session as governor: His anti
murder bill, a few tax breaks, a voter paper
trail and a whole lot more.
“How greedy do I need to be? What else
can I ask for? They have given me some of
everything. I’m ecstatic,”’ Crist said in his
office, priority list in hand and a broad smile
on his face as he effervesced over the session.
But what about property taxes that are
spiraling upward, the issue that he and other
leaders declared the highest of priorities?
“Property tax - coming soon to a store
near you. And it will,” Crist said with calm
and confidence. He predicts lawmakers will
find a way to provide relief next month.
For now, though, Crist is pointing out
what he did get done: More reading
coaches, mandatory physical education for

elementary school students, an office to
promote adoption, the restoration of voting
rights for felons who’ve completed their
sentences and more.
“Environment! Let’s talk about the
environment! $200 million for the
Everglades,” Crist gushed, adding that there’s
money to help protect the Caloosahatchee
and St. Lucie rivers. “And halfway through
the session we added the St. Johns and got it
- $13 million for that one big river alone,
which it deserves. I have a heart for the
environment.. Big deal, big deal.”
And Crist goes on: Money to develop
ethanojjas fuel source, money to develop
wind and solar energy, $5 million for the
family of Martin Lee Anderson, who died
after being rough up at a juvenile boot camp.
It was enough to make a governor feel
good.
“Good? Great! Great! Are you kidding
me?” Crist said, adding that his only
disappointment was not getting money for
stem cell research.
Crist, who takes a positive view of
almost any situation, didn’t mention that
much of what he got was a lesser version of
what he asked for.
He wanted money for 400 reading
coaches, but he’ll have to settle for a much
lower number. He wanted $300 million for
teacher bonuses and the Legislature
provided less than half that. He wanted the
sales tax holidays on hurricane supplies and
back-to-school items to be put permanently
into law and lawmakers didn’t commit
beyond this year.
He got a one-year, $25 million tax break
to help attract film producers to Florida, but he

wanted a three-year, $75 million commitment.
He also wanted to keep state university
tuition from increasing, but lawmakers didn’t
pay attention. And the Legislature rejected
his proposed pay raise for state employees,
choosing instead to give them a $ 1,000 bonus
instead of increasing their base salary.
“A good number of his priorities were
not embraced by the Legislature, especially
in the budget,” said House Democratic
Leader Dan Gelber. “A lot of the things he
wanted were not included.”
Senate Democratic leader Steve Geller,
though, recognized Crist’s accomplishments.
“He seemed to get most of what he
wanted. He wanted the anti-murder, it was
his top priority, he got that. He wanted a
verifiable paper trial, he got that. He wanted
us to move the date of the (presidential)
primary up, he got that. He wanted relief for
Martin Lee Anderson, he got that,” said
Geller.
• Other than property taxes and some
items on Crist’s wish list that cost a lot of
money, he got just, about everything he
wanted, Geller noted.
“Some of the things that cost money
would have been difficult in this cycle just
because it’s the first time since the ‘70s that
we had less money,” he said.
Crist’s success can be attributed to his
early popularity, his willingness to work
with both party’s and an approach that
allowed lawmakers to do their work without
too much interference, Geller said.
“We referred to him as ‘Mr. 77 Percent’
or ‘Gov. 77 Percent,”’ Geller said, referring
to Crist’s approval rating. “It’s hard to argue
with that.”

Settlement Reached In Killing Of Florida
Student Who Had Criticized Campus Safety
JACKSONVILLE, FL (AP) - The family
of a freshman who was fatally shot at
Edward Waters College the day after he
wrote an essay criticizing campus safety has
settled its lawsuit against the school,
attorneys said.
The $2.75 million wrongful death
settlement, reached last month, also requires
the college to award an annual scholarship
in honor of Johnathan Wesley Glenn, 18,
The Florida Times-Union reported on its
Web site Friday.
Two men approached Glenn in 2004 and
demanded his sports jersey, his cell phone
and his wallet while he stood outside his

dorm, authorities said. The previous day,
Glenn had handed in an essay saying he felt
unsafe on campus.
In its lawsuit, the family claimed that
the college had inadequate security and
misrepresented the safety of the campus.
Relatives said they were most
comforted knowing the campus is safer now
than it was when their family member was
killed.
“It brings some sense of relief that this is
over and these issues have been brought to
the schools attention,” Jay Cohen, the
family ’s attorney, told the newspaper.
The school is glad to put the situation

behind it, said Michael Freed, its attorney.
“The college was more than happy to
pay tribute to Johnathan through a
scholarship and looks forward for more
positive things to come,” Freed said.
Kenell Dashawn Coleman is serving a
life sentence for first-degree murder. Jermell
Maurice Campbell testified against Coleman
and pleaded guilty to armed robbery. He is
serving eight years in prison.
Edward Waters College is a private,
historically black liberal arts college near
downtown Jacksonville with an enrollment
of about 800.

Open Auditions For Summer Production
Of Disney’s High School Musical

This man
sent 3,644 kids
to college.

Students ages 14 through 21 invited to audition
on Monday and Tuesday, May 21 and May 22 in Ocala

OCALA - Ocala Civic Theatre will hold
open auditions for Disney’s High School
Musical on Monday and Tuesday, May 21
and May 22, at 7:00 p.m. Auditions will
be held at the Theatre which is located at
4337 East Silver Springs Boulevard (East
State Road 40) in the Appleton Cultural
Center. Rehearsals for the show will begin
on Monday, June 4 at 6:00 p.m., with
performances beginning July 13 and running
through July 22.
Since its premiere January 20, 2006 on
Disney Channel, HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL
(the movie) has been televised 13 times and

was seen by over 37 million unduplicated
total viewers. Its premiere telecast alone set
household ratings records for Disney
Channel and the movie has since set ratings
records in,Australia and Southeast Asia. By
the end of the year, it will be televised in
100 countries worldwide. The soundtrack
is the #1 top-selling album of the year (to
date), has certified triple Platinum (over 2.7
million sold) and delivered six • Gold
certified singles since its January 10 debut.
The “High School Musical” release on
DVD sold over 2.3 million copies since its
release on May 23 and is the best-seiling TV
movie on DVD of all time. A junior novel
based on the movie soared to #1 on the New
York Times bestseller list (children’s
paperbacks) and a folio of sheet music for
guitar, piano and vocals is a top-seller.
ABOUT

THE

AUDITIONS

AND

Auditions are open to
students age 14 to 21. (Students must have
reached their 14th birthday by the date of
auditions.) Auditions will be held May 21
and 22 at 7:00 p.m. at Ocala Civic Theatre.
Students wishing to audition should prepare
16 bars of an uptempo song and ballad.
Bring your sheet music or a tape or CD. An
accompanist will be provided. No a cappella
PERFORMANCES:

auditions, please. Dress fcomfortably and be
prepared to move.' Rehearsals will begin
Monday, June 4, at 6:00 p.m - and will run
Monday through Friday from 6:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Some Saturday rehearsals may be needed as
performance dates approach. This is not a
class. This is a follow-up to last summer’s
successful teen production of Godspell. It
will follow the same procedures and
requirements as a main stage production.
Perforrhance dates are July 13, 14, 19, 20.
and 21 at 7:00 p.m. and July 14, 15, 21 and
22 at 2:00 p.m.
ROLES AVAILABLE: The following
roles are available. Al) interested students age
14 to 21 are welcome and invited to audition.
Experience is helpful but not required.
Newcomers are always welcome.
• Males: 1 Lead, 5 Featured, 6 Supporting,
3 Ensemble.
• Females: 1 Lead, 5 Featured, 3
Supporting, 6 Ensemble.
For more information about audition
requirements, contact Tom Whatley, Director
of Education, Ocala Civic Theatre, 4337 E.
Silver Springs Boulevard, Ocala, Florida
34470, (352)236-2851 Office, (352) 236-0927
Fax. Visit us at www.ocalacivictheatre.com.

Florida Lottery retailers are vital to our

support of education. Thanks to them, we’ve
sent more than 300,000 high . school

students to Florida colleges on Bright
Futures Scholarships; contributed more

than $17 Billion to education statewide;
and helped build, renovate and maintain

600 public schools. We couldn’t do it without

you,tour players. When you play, we all win.

Florida Lottery®
Visit flalottery.com to learn how we’re
supporting education in your county
© 2007 Florida Lottery
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NATIONAL NEWS
Morehouse Man Who Almost
Wasn’t Ends 12 Years As
College President

Walter Massey

By: ERRIN HAINES
ATLANTA, GA(AP) - Walter Massey was a
shy, black boy from Hattiesburg, Miss., unsure of
his place in the wprld, when he arrived as a 1.6year-old freshman at Morehouse College.
Nearly 40 years later, he returned to change the
school that changed him. His legacy as Morehouse’s
ninth president includes a fundraising campaign
that brought in $ 119 million in three years, almost

$15 million more than he, set out to raise, and
helping the School land the coveted collection of
more than 7,000 handwritten notes, letters and
sermons by the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., the
school’s most famous alumnus.
But a high-profile hate crime and murder in
recent years involving Morehouse students and
alumni cast a shadow on the school’s reputation,
threatening Massey’s goal of renewing Morehouse’s
longstanding commitment to a culture of excellence.
On May 20, Massey will preside over his final
commencement at the nation’s only historically
black all-male college.
“When they write the history of Morehouse,
they will certainly focus on the Massey years,.”
said Michael Lomax, president of the United
Negro College Fund and a 1968 alum.
Lomax said the school’s image as extraordinary
has broadened under Massey’s watch.
“Now, people know much more about
Morehouse, they recognize its value. And he has
ensured that the college has the financial resources
to compete, as far as attracting strong students and
faculty and,ensuring that the academic programs
are of the highest quality,” Lomax said
Massey, who turned 69 in April, steps down as
president on June 30. Robert Franklin, an Emory
University professor, former president of the
Interdenominational Theological Center in Atlanta
and a 1975 Morehouse graduate, has been named
Morehouse’s 10th president.

Air Force Academy Short Of
Minority Recruiting Goal
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO (AP) - The Air
Force Academy will miss goals for admitting blacks
and Hispanics for the class of 2011 despite an
emphasis on minority recruiting, Superintendent
Lt. Gen. John Regni said.
Regni told the academy’s Board of Visitors on
Friday that the school could face new challenges
in recruiting minorities. The Defense Department
wants to strip military academies of their ability to
favor minorities recruits in granting waivers to
academic entrance requirements, he said.
He also warned that a recent audit will
recommend slashing 100, or about half, of the
slots from the Air Force Academy’s Preparatory
School. The prep school, which enrolls a mix of
former enlisted airmen and high school recruits,
includes many minorities and- athletes who need
help meeting the academic rigors of the academy.
About 240 prep school students go through an
11-month program each year, with about four out
of five earning academy appointments.
Regni said it, is crucial the academy keep its
full enrollment at the prep school for borderline
candidates.
Air Force Secretary Michael Wynne said
minority members of Congress, whose members
can nominate people to open slots at the academy,
haven’t been predisposed to help.
“They are not influencing qualified candidates
they know of to attend military academies,”
Wynne said during the board’s meeting. “We are

seeking to get them to see military academies as
really good educational opportunities.
Regni said his staff has worked hard to recruit
minorities, including children from minority
militaiy families.
Still, he expected the incoming class of 1,300
to be roughly the same as the academy’s current
enrollment. About 4 percent of the 4,000 cadets at
the academy are black * About 2 percent are
American Indian, 6 percent are Hispanic, and 9
percent are Asian or Pacific Islander. About 18
percent of the cadets are women.
The incoming class, based on commitments
received as of Friday, will include about 1,060
cadets directly out of high school, and fewer than
30 will.be black, Regni said.
Regni expected to add 40 or 50 more cadets
by admitting blacks from the prep school.
Regni said that of the 9,200 initial applicants
for the incoming class, 920 were black high
school seniors. About 700 of them completed the
application process. Academic deficiencies knocked
out 500. After the final cut, only a few dozen
remained.
Regni said the academy is competing with
every major university for those students.
The Board of Visitors told Regni last year to
make diversity recruitment a strategic planning
priority.
“We need to do more,” chairman Charles
Garcia said.

Nation’s, Largest Historically
Auto Loan Rates Higher For
Black University System
Blacks; Recent Legal
Suspends Its President With Pay Settlements Could Narrow Gap
BATON ROUGE, LA (AP) - The nation’s
largest historically black university system
suspended its president with pay Saturday and
ordered him to cooperate with an investigation
into the way sexual harassment charges against a
fellow administrator were handled.
Southern University System President Ralph
Slaughter was suspended through July 5 by the
institution’s Board of Supervisors during a special
meeting.
Board member Elvin Pradia confirmed the
suspension, but referred all other comment to
acting board Chairwoman Dale N. Atkins, who
could not be reached.
Slaughter and the board were criticized last
month by Baton Rouge lawyer Mark Falcon who
complained that they had thwarted his inquiry into
sexual harassment complaints made against board
Chairman Johnny Anderson by some university
employees. Falcon submitted a report saying he

could not determine the validity of the allegations.
Anderson stepped down as board chairman
April 21, saying he wanted to avoid any appearance
that he was influencing the investigation. He has
denied the allegations.
Neither Slaughter nor his attorney, Jill Craft,
could be/eached immediately for comment.
.
Anderson also is chief of staff for Gov.
Kathleen Blanco, who ordered the investigation
by Falcon. Falcon said the university system did
not cooperate with his investigation and that
Slaughter was insubordinate.
Slaughter has said he turned over all his
documentation to a federal grand jury. He said he
withheld some material from Falcon to protect the
privacy of the alleged harassment victims.
The board instructed Southern’s human
resources director Saturday to investigate the
handling of the allegations.

Education Officials Fight “Huge
Problem” In Exam’s Failing Rate
ATLANTA, GA (AP) - Black and Hispanic
students failed the Georgia’s mandated graduation
exam this year at higher rates than whites or Asians,
a gap in achievement that the state’s education
superintendent called a “huge problem.”
“We’re working every single day here in
Georgia to make up for a long history of educating
some well and others not so well,” Superintendent
of Schools Kathy Cox said.
In order to graduate, students must pass a
standardized exam in English, math, social studies
and science. They receive four chances to pass the
assessment. If they flunk just one section, they
can’t earn a high school diploma without winning
an appeal from the state Board of Education.
More than 4,600 high school seniors last year,
left without a degree because they could hot pass
the test.
Cox said the new public school curriculum,
designed to be more challenging academically,
and other state programs to improve teaching or
provide extra attention to students having
difficulty in school should result in better test
scores.
Most of Georgia’s public school students
passed the exam and in the past parents and
sometimes students have criticized the graduation
exam as too easy. But some experts are concerned

that thousands of students flunk the basic skills
assessment yearly.
The science portion of the test illustrated the
widest gap between whites and minorities - 80
percent of whites passed, nearly 30 percentage
points higher than the 51 percent of blacks who
passed.
Another gap revealed itself with the English
portion of the exam, which showed that while 98
percent of whites passed, 88 percent of Hispanics
passed.
, “All of us need to think outside the box to help
students where there is a gap,” said Holly
Robinson, senior vice president of the Georgia
Public Policy Foundation, an Atlanta organization
that has been working for more public school
innovation. “There clearly is agap ... and we don’t
wantthat.”
;
Yet the achievement gaps are narrowing,
officials said. Blacks and Hispanics have lifted
passing rates from 41 percent to 51 percent and 54
percent, respectively, in just two years.
Cox said each state has a problem with the
achievenient gap but she believes in the “No
Child Left Behind” goal of having all students at
grade level by 2014.
“I’m doing all I can in these next four years”
to close the gap by 2014, she said.

By: WILL LESTER
WASHINGTON (AP) < Blacks have been
charged higher auto loan rates than other auto
buyers, federal research says. But the gap in loan
rates could narrow, and possibly disappear, as the
result of recently concluded lawsuits.
Blacks paid a typical auto loan rate of 7
percent for new cars, compared with a rate of 5
percent for whites in 2004, according to a
consumer organization's analysis of the Federal
Reserve Survey of Consumer Finances. That was
the most recent survey available.
And blacks were more likely than auto buyers
in general to have auto loan rates higher than 15
percent. For used car loans, 27 percent of blacks
who buy ears were charged interest rates of 15
percent or more. Blacks were three times as likely
as whites, 27 percent to 9 percent, to have auto
loan rates at least that high.
Hispanics were paying a typical rate of 5.5
percent for new car loans, while 19 percent of
Hispanics had loans for used cars over 15 percent,
the analysis found.
Lenders’ suggested quote rates are based largely
on the buyer’s credit history, but auto dealers
often raise the rate higher than that risk-related
rate without discussing the rate with the customer,
consumer advocates said. And they question the
causes of those rate differences.
“It’s hard to believe that any differences in
creditworthiness explain all of these rate gaps,"
said Stephen Brobeck, executive director of the
Consumer Federation of America. “They size you
up, the car salesmen and finance and interest guys.
They must think African-Americans are more
vulnerable to a markup."
But a series of legal actions against auto
finance firms seeking fair treatment for minorities
could help solve that problem.

“We ;fiad TL lawsuits, the last of the 'cases
settled last month," said Stuart Rossman of the
National Consumer Law Center. “We reached a
settlement with each of the finance firms. Our cases
involved discrimination. We believe the terms of
the settlements will eliminate discrimination.”
The first of the lawsuits was filed in 1998 in
Nashville, Tenn., against General Motors
Acceptance Corporation and was settled in 2004.
The last settlement became final in April.
The effects of those legal actions may not be
known for some time, however.
The National Auto Dealers Association
questioned what accounts for the rate differences,
but encouraged auto buyers to do their homework
before going to buy a car.
“The question that still is unanswered is why,"
said David Hyatt, a spokesman for the dealer's
association. “People should do their homework
and shop around. It speeds up the transaction,
makes for a smoother transaction and is more
likely to result in a satisfied buyer.”
Hyatt said an organization supported by the
auto dealers, Americans Well Informed on
Automobile Retailing Economics (AWARE),
offers tips to potential car buyers.
Chris Stinebert, president and chief executive
of the American Financial Services Association,
said his group is interested in educating
consumers.
“AFSA and its members believe there is no
place for discrimination in the vehicle financing
system,” he said.
The lawsuit settlements against auto finance
companies call for caps on dealer markups^
opportunities for blacks and Hispanics to get
loans with no markups within the next few years,
more information about interest rate terms and
consumer education for minorities.
“The lower markup caps have leveled the
playing field,” Rossman said.
Consumer advocates say prospective auto
buyers should call their bank or credit union for a
rate quote to expect on an auto loan. That could
protect them from unfair markups.
Other ways to hold down costs:
• Make all loan payments on time.
• Buy a used car, or a less expensive new car.
• Take out a loan over a shorter time.
The survey of 4,519, including 605 blacks,
was analyzed by Catherine Montalto, a consumer
specialist at Ohio State University for the
Consumer Federation of America. The survey was
conducted between May and December of 2004.
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OBITUARIES
Louis Hill, A Tuskegee
Airman, Dies At 90
Aaron
Reid

James Ray
Williams

Jamarcus
Wilson

Lillia M.
Davis-Grimsley

Bom on April 26,
1930 to the late George
and Katie Smith in
Alma, GA, Aaron Reid
departed this life on
April 26, 2007.
Those left to cherish
his memories include
his wife, Minnie Pearl
Reid of St. Petersburg;
one son-in-law, Edwin
Lyons, Sr. of Miami,
FL; granddaughter,
Shanda Shingles (Greg)
of Miami, FL; five
great-grandchildren,
two sisters in law,
one brother in law,
a special niece, two
godsons and a host of
nieces, nephews, other
relatives and friends.

Bom on December
18, 1950, to the late
Addie Mae Jones
and Quit Williams in
Mt. Olive, Mississippi,
James Ray Williams
departed this life on
Thursday, April 26,
2007.
Those left to
cherish his memories
include one son, James
L. Williams Of St.
Petersburg; three step
sons, Aundra, Patrick
and Jaison McCray, all
of St. Petersburg; two
brothers, Frank McNair
and John E. Holloway
(Johnnie Mae) of St.
Petersburg, three sisters,
Edna McNair, Linda
F. Jones and Alma
McGowan, all of St.
Petersburg; sixteen
grandchildren, two
great-grandchildren
and a host of nieces,
nephews, cousins and
baring friends.

Bom on March 23,
1985, in St. Petersburg,
to Barbara J. Wilson
and Adam L. Wilson,
Jamarcus Loree Wilson
departed this life- on
Monday, April 23,2007.
Those left to cherish
his memories include his
mother, Barbara Murphy
Wilson of St. Petersburg;
his father, Adam Wilson
of Oceanside, CA; step
brother, Nathan Wilson
of Oceanside, CA; step
sister, Saraphina Wilson
of St. Petersburg;
grandmother and step
father, Lucile and Arthur
Reeves of Sandersville,
GA; grandfather, Arthur
Dean of Tallahassee,
FL; great-grandmother,
Bernice Houston of St.
Petersburg; three aunts,
godmother and a host
of loving cousins, other
relatives and friends.

Bom on December
12,1960 to the late Jewel
and Robert Davis in St.
Petersburg, Lillia M.
Davis- G r i m s 1 e y
departed this life on
April 22, 2007.
Survivors include
her husband, Johnny
Grimsley; son, Johnny
Grimsley Jr.; two
daughters, Sherry
Robinson of St.
Petersburg, and Jewelle
Grimsley of Orlando,
FL; four brothers, Robert
Davis of Jackson, MI,
Ricky Davis, Albert
Davis, and Demetrius,
all of St. Petersburg;
six sisters Latricia
Jelk of Orlando, FL,
Patricia Kentish, Sabrina
Davis, Georgette Davis,
April Manning and
Shameka Davis all of
St. Petersburg; five
grandchildren and a
host of other relatives
and sorrowing friends.

~ Smith Funeral Home

~ Smith Funeral Home

~ Smith Funeral Home

~ McRae Funeral Home

SARASOTA, FL (AP) _ Louis G. Hill
Jr., one of the Tuskegee Airmen who were
the nation’s first black military pilots, has
died, his wife said Tuesday. He was 90.
Hill died April 25 due to complications
from a stroke, Vilma Hill said.
Louis Hill joined the Army in September
1941, a few months before the Japanese
attacked Pearl Harbor. He later joined the Air
•Force program for black pilots in Tuskegee,
Ala., arid earned his wings in 1944, his wife
told The Associated Press.
She said her husband was a B-25 bomber
pilot and flight leader, but World War II
ended before his unit deployed.
Louis Hill was born iri 1916 in
Indianapolis. He went to the University of
Southern California at the age of 15, Vilma
Hill said.
At the time he joined the military, white
officers and enlisted men refused to salute
the black officers, turning their heads
instead, his wife said.
While he was attending officer candidate

school at Camp Lee, Va., Louis Hill and 11
other black students decided not to sit
together during meals as assigned. Instead,
they took seats with white students in an
attempt to integrate the hall, Vilma Hill said.
After the war, she said her husband left
the Air Force and briefly sold life insurance.
On one memorable job interview after he left
the military he wore his Air Force uniform
and was asked why he was impersonating an
officer, to which he replied he had a right to
wear the uniform, his wife said.
He later got master’s degrees in English
and math and physics from Butler
University. He taught high school English,
chemistry and physics, his wife said. He also
continued to lecture about his experience as a
Tuskegee Airman, she said.
Besides his wife, Hill is survived by two
daughters. A memorial service will be held
on May 10 in Sarasota. Vilma Hill said her
husband will be cremated and she hopes to
have the ashes buried in Arlington National
Cemetery in Virginia.

Far from home in the Sistine Chapel

REDEEMED

Transfixed by Michelangelo and God.

Once upon a time in my life
I believed I could do all things on my
own.
I had youth I had strength I had beauty
I thought I could do it alone.

Then there came a time in my life

I saw myself as a blessed creation
I saw Jesus approve with a nod.

And I’ve been changed
And I’ve been blessed.
Redeemed through His love
And His righteousness.

I remembered my mother’s prayers.
How she asked for the grace of God’s
goodness
How he sustained her all through the

THRESHOLD
First Book of Poetry
Rosalie Peck

years.
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OiM
Y/Oortuary
‘A Piece of ftliqd, at tl?e Titpe of Need”

Complete Funeral
& Burial Included
$6995.00

Owner Dwayne E. Matt

CALVARY
CATHOLIC
CEMETERY
Burial Spaces

$890

and Immaculate Matt
and family

Pre-need
Interest-free
financing
available

Includes: Removal, Embalming, Funeral Car, Hearse, Casket,

11801-US. 19 N.

“Service is tlje Soul’s Highest Calling”

so SMITH cs

FUNERAL HOME & CREMATION SERVICE
____ SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987 ——

Our Professional Caring Staff...
Affordable Services with Dignity...
Anchored in Integrity...
has established us, as a leader in the funeral Industury.
Consider us first for all of your funeral Arrangements.
Standard and Premier Funeral Packages
personalized to your family needs.

Clearwater, FL
um____ i_____
Prince and Edna Matt

727-894-2266 Z Fax 821-8728
153418th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, !!, 3370S

I
1
I

Reception at the clubhouse of

I
1
8

4201 38th AVe South,
St. Petersburg, FI 33711

727-572-4355

“It’s all taken care of”
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the.
arrangements, What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.
So that your funeral is fully funded and won’t be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today’s cost.

“Upholding a tradition of service from ourfamily to yours”
Hoping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

On Saturday May, 12, 2007 the children, sister, nephews
and relatives of the late Mrs. Alma Peoples invite friends and
I
family to a Memorial service in which poetry and song will be
used to pay tribute to her life. The service will begin at 1:30
1 p.m, and it will be held at Stewaft Memorial Isom Church at
1820 Walton Street South. Please come and help celebrate a
Creative and Christian Life.
I
There will be a 45 minute
intermission between the
memorial service and the reception
1
for a briefgraveside vigil.

1
1

Casket Spray, Funeral Notice and On-Line Guest Book

(727) 328-0466

Memorial Service

Bermuda Bay Condominiums,

Vault, Obituary, Burial Space with Opening & Closing,

Call: Dwayne E. Matt, L.F.D.

s
1
a
I
I

MORNING GLORY FUNERAL I
CHAPEL OF ST. PETERSBURG 1
o
Affordable and Compassionate

----------3301 5th Avenue South
St. Petersburg

vs?
8

(727) 323-8132

Speights

Lisa M.
LFD and Owner

Creal Funeral
Home
1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
(727) 896-2602

Serutcay, t&e tMMweitr/ acttce. J950
State Approved Pre-Funeral

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005

S

Arrangement Plan

Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service
Robert Creal, Sr., LFD

it

E
(
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
------- ——CHURCH EVENTS LISTING-------- -----ST. MARK MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE COGIC

“ONE BODY, ONE SPIRIT, ONE HOPE”

Pastor William E. Anderson and the members of Pentecostal Temple
invite you to join us for a wonderful evening of praise, worship and

The St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church under the leadership of its

Reverend Carlos L. Senior, Pastor

dynamic, spirited, man of God, the Reverend Brian Kenneth Brown, its

official staff of Deacons and Trustees, and the entire congregation of St.
Mark, extend to the community at large its wishes that there would be an
overflowing of God’s blessings upon their lives. St. Mark is grounded in a

Christ-centered doctrine that has as its central theme a belief that we are a
haven of hope, help, and healing for a world hungering for and thirsting
‘after the enlightened Word of God. At St. Mark we are Christians willing
to work and partner in unity, praising God for His awesome gift, His son

Jesus Christ.
Calendar for May

PRE-MOTHER’S DAY BASH

The New Hope family invites you to worship with us on Sunday
morning. Our morning begins at 7:45 with Early Morning Service. Sunday
school begins at 9:00 with classes available for all ages! Bring the entire
family to learn more about our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

be ministered to by the fantastic Sights and sounds of local guest choirs

Worship continues at 10:30 with the New Hope Male Chorus leading
the congregation in praise. The Music team consists of Michael McKenny,
Vemard McKenny, Marcus Childs, and Corey Givens. The Bread Of Life
will be served by our Esteemed Pastor, Reverend Carlos L. Senior.
We will be delighted to have you worship with us as we giye God

The atmosphere will be jumping to the sounds of the Real Word Riders
and you will be greatly inspired by featured gospel recording artist,

praises and celebrate this Mother ’s Day.

May 11 . . . . .Christian Women’s Conference Meeting @ 6:30 p.m.
May 13 . . . . .Mother’s Day with Breakfast being served at 8:00 for

mothers and men in charge of Sunday School and
Worship Service
May 16 ... . .Church outing tq First Baptist Institutional Church @

7:30 p.m.
May 19 . v . .Combined Ushers Workshop 8:30 a.m. to. 12 noon.
.Pastor’s 12^ Anniversary Kickoff Celebration.®4:00p.m.
May 20

May 27 . . . . .Annual Variety-Concert @ 4:00 p.m.
May 28 .... .Memorial Day (Church Office Closed)

FIRST BAPTIST INSTITUTIONAL
CHURCH

We invite you to visit our website: www.spreadinghopeonline.org.
Check us out!
New Hope’s 94th Anniversary
(May 14 20)
We are grateful to God for the 94 Years He has given this place of
Zion. We invite you to come and help us give praises to God for the
wonderful things He has done in the life of this church. “God Has Given
Us A New Song, New Directions, and A New Victory” (Isaiah 43:18 -19)

is the chosen theme for the occasion. Nightly Services will begin at 7:30.
We are delighted to have the following Pastors and'Churches join us in the
celebration.
Mon., May 14th

Reverend Earnest Jones & Galilee M. B. Church

Tues., May 15th

Reverend Claude Williams & Victory Christian
Center

Wed., May 16th
Thurs., May 17th

Fri., May 18th

PLEASE JOIN US MAY 14TH THROUGH
MAY 20TH AT 7:00 P.M. NIGHTLY
AS WE CELEBRATE OUR

Rev. WaYne

Thompson, Pastor

Sun. May 20th

Jacque’. Also be prepared to laugh a little, or a lot!, with a Christian

comedian. A merry heart does good like medicine (Proverbs 17:22). '
You don’t want to miss this opportunity to get your praise on:
Bring mom along with you ana you both will be wonderfully blessed
and uplifted as you begin your Mother’s Day celebration in the
presence of the Lord. Pentecostal Temple COGIC is Ideated at 223022nd Street South in St, Petersburg. We hope to see you there!

BETHEL M.B. CHURCH
Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church in “Lifting Psalms to the Most
High God of Heaven throughout 2007” extends an invitation to the
community to join us as we communicate, God’s Word at 10:00 a.m:
service on Sunday, Sunday School at 9:00 a.m., and Bible Study and

Teen Summit on Wednesday evening at 7:00 p.m. We also encourage
the community to make Use of our Prayer Liiie (321-9645).
The Scholarship Ministry will host their Annual Banquet on
Saturday, May 19, 2007 at 6:00 p.m. Speaker for the occasion is Larre’

Church

Celebration of Love, on Sunday, May 20, 2007 from 4 to 6 p.m. This
is a celebration of mission commitments. We invite the community to

Elder Benjamin Adams & St. John Primitive

join us for a glorious and heartwarming event.

Brandie Williams-Maeon and the Graduation Ministry are
completing plans for our graduation service to be held on Sunday, May

10:30 Morning Service - Reverend Errol

27, 2007 at 10 a.m.

Thompson, Pastor of Mt. Zion

lllTH CHURCH ANNIVERSARY

Temple Dancers will also be ministering during this worship experience.

The Missionary Ministry will host its Spring Tea, A Family

Reverend Ellis Hodge & Word of Life Fellowship

Baptist Church, Clearwater, Florida

G

and dancers. The Pentecostal Temple Inspirational Choir and Pentecostal

Davis, an educator for the Pinellas County School System. Tickets are
available from any Scholarship Ministry member.

Reverend Clyde Williams & Greater St. Paul
M B. Church

WE HAVE AN OPEN INVITATION
JUST FOR YOU!

laughter during our Pre-Mother’s Day Bash! This event is happening
on Saturday, May 12th at 7:00 p.m. Everyone is welcome to come and

Missionary Baptist Institutional Church,

CELEBRATION SCHEDULE

Fellowships for May
Tues., May 15 ... .First Institutional Baptist Church 7 p.m.
Thurs., May 24 . . .Traveler’s Rest Missionary Baptist Church 7 p.m.

Orlando, Florida

Theme: “III Years ... Still On The Rock”

4:00 Afternoon Service - Reverend Frank

Peterman & Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist

MAY 14

NEW MOUNT ZION MISSIONARY BAPTIST

MAY 15

CHURCH, Tampa, FL @ 7:00 p.m.
Dr. Walter J. Williams, Pastor
BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH @

7:00 p.m., Dr. Rickey L. Houston, Pastor
MAY 16
ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
■<^^@7:90 p.m. , ,
Rev. Brian K. Brown, Pastor

MAY 20

MAIN STREET BAPTIST CHURCH @ 11 00 a.m.

Dr. James M. Harrison, Pastor

St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church

Church

Spring Variety Concert
For further information please call 727-896-5228.

Under the Leadership of
Franklin Gray, Minister of Music

UPCOMING EVENTS
Theme: “Praise God From Whom AIL Blessings, Flow”

May £ 3rd.................. ..........Church. Engagement:
Traveler’s Rest Missionary Baptist Church
May 26th................................ End-of-the-Year Bash (Youth Ministry)
May 27th... ...........................
.....Recognition of 2007 Graduates

Sunday, May 27, 2007 @ 4:00 p.m.
1301 '37th Street South

Smithfield, VA

St. Petersburg, FL

EVERYONE IS INVITED TO JOIN US!

“Be as patient with your children as God is with you. 99

For Additional Information call 727-321-6631

CHURCH DIRECTORY
Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church
912 3rd Avenue North- St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 822-2089

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311

Bethel1894@knology.net

Breakfast Ministry.................Sunday 8:00 a.m.
Church School ...............................9:00 am.
Morning Worship...........................10:30 a.m.
Bible Study. ..................... .. .Tuesday 7:00 pm.
Youth Church..........
Mon & Wed 5:30 pm.

www.mzprogressive.org

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m. '
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Victory Christian Center Church

Jimmie B. Keel

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

“There’s A Place For YOU in the AME Church*

St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712

Greater Gt. Paul Missionary Baptist
Church

(727)321-0911

532-33rd Street South • St. Petersburg, FL

3012 18th Avenue South

Saipt Johij Priiqitive Baptist Church
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor
Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FT 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431 '

www.victorychristiancenterchurch.org

Sunday School .............................9:30 a.m.

Schedule of Services

BO

Sunday Worship* : 10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
Pastor

Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Evening Worship ............ ................ 6 p.m.

Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

Baptist Training Union ........... ...5 p.m.

Scheduled Services:

Early Morning

Tuesday Night
General Bible Study

(except Wednesdays)

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more information about the

Email: sjpbc@tampabay:rr.com

Morning Worship ......................... . 11:00 a.m.

Rev. Clyde
Williams

Church School
Mid-Morning

Thursday Night Prayer Meeting & Teachers Meeting

other services and ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911

-

,
8:00 a.m.
9:45 a.m.

-

-

Mid-week Family Night Bible Study

We welcome you at all times

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Walking I-n The.; Pro wise d Vision

'kA

3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

i ■

ml

(727)327-1373

♦

Sunday School .............. ...... ...... .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... .9:30 a.m.

4682 40th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33714

Morning Worship ..........................11:00 ajn.

Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting .... .7:00 pan.

Friday Prayer Meeting ..,...........,....... .11:00 a.m.
“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

l.

P

Pastor Maceo and
Tamika McGriff

(727) 374-1864
www.abundant-harvest.org

(Acts 1:4-8)

Sunday
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Feed The Homeless
2:00 p.m.

Worship C e n ter

Early Morning Worship ..... .... .... .... ............. .... ...... .7:30 a.m.

F-

7:00 p.m,

-

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

*Nursery and Youth Services Available

Rev. Norris L.
Martin, Sr. - Pastor

Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

11:00 a.m.

Wednesday
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

Log on:
www.travelwiththechurch.com
(to book your travel engagements)

“Wa&ing dri The (Promise/ Vision”
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist Episcopal Church

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurchl@tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

Sunday Worship Service

10:00 a.m.

Sunday School

9:00 a.m.

Early Morning Worship .......................................... 7:30a.m.
Sunday School ................................................... 9:30 a.m.
Monday - Bible Study ................... ,....................... 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Vintage Bible Study .............................. 11:00 a.m. - 12noon
Prayer Service .,........................ ....................... 6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Service......................... ........................... 7:00 p.m.
All Male Bible Study, Thursday ............................6:30 p.m.

Teen Summit (Wednesday) 7:00 p.m.

Rev. Clarence
Williams, Pastor

7:00 p.m.

Bible Study (Wednesday)

....................... . . ................ ............... 11:00 a.m.

Morning Worship

Rev. Rickey L. Houston

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 a.m.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Pastor

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

“God’s House In The City”

f*eijtecostal Teipple Church of God ip Christ
2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 865-1520

“The church with a heart in the heart of the city”

Friendship

10th Street Church Of God

Missionary Baptist Church

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

20? - 10th Street North

3300 31st Street South

(727) 898-9407

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Morning Glory

Elder William
E. Anderson,
Pastor

9:00 a.m.

(727) 906-8300

Sunday School

9:30 a.m.

www. fmbctheship .org

Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

Sunday..... .......... 7:45 A.M. and 11 A.M. Worship

Sunday

Dr. John A. Evans,
Pastor

Prayer & Bible Study

Wednesday

7:30 p.m.

Sunday School.......... ............... ...... ...... .9:30 A.M.

Intercessory Prayer

Saturday

5:45 a.m.

Wednesday.......... ....Noonday Bible Study and

church working togetherfor the uy budding ofhjod’s kingdcom

"Serving and Saving

"Inspiring and
Instructing"

Thursday........ ............ 7 P.M. Youth Enrichment

"Praying and
Praising"

Wednesday Night Bible Study............. ......7:30 p.m.
Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

The church where What God’s word teaches is practiced!

PRflYUR

20th Street
Church Of Christ

Twcr Church

820 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990

Bishop Raymond T. Baker, Pastor

Home: 896-8006

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m.

C

Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.

Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed every first Sunday

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Sunday Morning Bible Class
Sunday Morning Worship
Ladies Bible Class Monday
Sunday Evening Worship
Monday Evening Bible Class
Wednesday Evening Bible Class

Gvd

in

Christ

Services

Bro. Robert Smith

IF
B

vf

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

M
F

a.m.

Wednesday Evening Prayer..........................6:30 p.m.

"Helping and
Healing"

Bread of Life; 7 P.M. Prayer and Bible Study

Macedonia Freewill
Baptist Church

Sunday

Morning Worship...:..,............. ...................11:00 ajn.

9:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Sunday School -10:30 ajn.
A. M. Service -11:30 ajn.

Sunday

YPWW (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 5:30 pan.
PM. Service (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 6:30 pan.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 pan.

Queen Street

Tuesday

Morning Prayer - 9:30 to 10:30 ajn.

Wednesday

Prayer Service - 7:30 pan.

Thursday

Bible Study (for all ages) - 7:30 p.m.

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Church Of God In Christ
1732 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 321-6631

Schedule of Services

(727) 89674356

Church School............... ............................. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .............................. ..
10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ..................... ........ .. 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School

• www.stmarkch.org

9:00 A.M. -.Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

Rev. Brian K. Brown

11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

“Creating a (Haven of Q-Coye, Q-Cefp, ancd (pCeafcng for Christ”

YPWW First and Third Sunday of each iftonth after Morning Service

ijJlljUafrplpIjta Qfmnwmtg Qlliurch
The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 896-5228
www.spreadinghopeonline.org

P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Wisdom School 9:50 A.M.

Sunday Services:

Morning Worship 10:30 A.M.

Church School............. 9:00 a.m.

Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 P.M, (Wed.)

Praise & Worship Service
The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin ........................................................ Associate Pastor

Clerk Ministry ....................................................... .................... ..

Rev. Carlos Senior,
Pastor

Wyvonnia McGee

Midweek P.U.S.H.

(Prayer Meeting/Bible Study) 7:00 p.m.

“A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People”

“One Body, One Spirit, One Hope”

The Old Landmark Cathedral

Ebenezer New Testament
Church of God

Church Of God In Christ
Superintendent Mitchell L. Bryant, Pastor
4201- 6th Street South

St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727/898-8616 • Fax: 727/502-9843

“Grace and Peace Be Unto You from the Old
Landmark Church Family”

I
Schedule of Services

Supi. Mitchell L. Bryant
and Lady Danita B. Bryant

Wednesday Night Bible Study - 7:30 p.m

Church School:
Devotion:
Praise and Worship:
Morning Worship Service:
Bible Study each Tuesday:

9:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. - 10:20 a.m.
10:20 a.m. — 10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling:
(727) 327-0015

Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

3900 5th AVENUE NORTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL
PHONE: (727) 642-9839

S12NUAY

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

THE NEW LATTER DAY
DELIVERANCE MINISTRIES, INC.

“Winning Souls and Making Disciples ”

WORSHIP SERVICES:
TUESDAY NIGHT @ 7:30 p.m. - BIBLE STUDY

Sunday School

10:00 aan.

Divine Worship

11:15 ajn.

Evening Service

6:00 pjn.

SUNDAY SCHOOL @ 10:00 a.m.

7:00 pan.

SUNDAY WORSHIP CELEBRATION @11:30 a.m.

FRIDAY NIGHT @ 7:30 p.m. - PRAISE & WORSHIP

WEDNESDAY

School of Leaders

FRIDAY
Youth Nite

7:00 pan.

Noon Day Prayer - Daily at 12 noon

SATURDAY
Harvest Crusade

7:00 p.m.

“A Church of Ordinary People Serving an Extraordinary God! ”

Pastors:
Bishop Ed Nelson &
Rev. Sharon Nelson

First Baptist Institutional
Church

“Where God's Love Is Radiated and Christ Is Elevated!’’

3144 Third Avenue South

David Allen Jr., Pastor

Discover HOPE

at

Hope of Glory Church

St. Petersburg, FL

Word of God Broadcast
Watch Pastor Thompson
Sunday Night 7:30 p.m. Brighthouse Channel 95

Dominion Worship Ministries
“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”

Come "Worship with us...

4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Sunday Worship Services

(727) 321-8574

8 a.m., id a.m., 5 p.m.
9:10 a.m. - (Righteous *Ray

Phone: 323-7518

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

Missionary Baptist Church

3931 Central Avenue, St Petersburg Florida 33713
(727) 321-8989
Cbenezerntcog@yahoo.com
www.ebenezerntcog.org

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m,

Sunday Morning Worship - 11 a.m.

of Jesus

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 — 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida

Wednesday Services:

Finance Ministry.........................................................James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry........................................................................ Joyce Robinson

10:30 a.m.

The Rock

•Monday
7:00 y.m. - Coryorate Prayer
Monday. Wednesday.

Saturday
6:00 a.m. - Coryorate (Prayer
Wednesday (BibCe Study
Sundays @ 10:30 a.m.

Rev. Wayne G,
Thompson, Pastor

Worshipping at: 5995 M.L. King, Jr. Street South
(On the campus of Lakewood United Methodist Church)

For more information contact the church office at: 727-867-1900

12 noon, 7:30 y.m.

3/iur.zda.y
7:00 y.m. - Music

the (Arts

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry
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this is more than just a cherry pie.
This is a recipe that connects me to my grandmother’s mother.
This is a childhood flashback for Uncle Charles,

This is more than a family reunion dessert.
This is a family tradition. This is a piece of my family’s history.
And there’s only one place I trust for the ingredients.

